Registration Data
All departments that will hold preregistration for Fall 1970 should send
registration intorinatien lioneernine
Fatter, Hine, and deadlines to the
Spartan Daily
soon a t000dhle or
call Ext. 2383 between 2 and 4:30
p.m.
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EOP Benefit Film
Esperlinental Collett, presents "The
It, trt Is a Lon,’ls limiter" this
at 7:30 and loam p m. In
Morri, Dane) Auditorium. Donations
of 50 ent are reutteled. All proreed, nil! go to EOP. The film ,tarn
Alan Arbil’, Ishii portras a a deaf
mute.
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BILL PEDRICK, GRADY ROBERTSON, AND JERRY OXSEN
... announce candidacy

RON HARBECK, JOHN MER7, AND RANDY KERN
... first ticket to enter the race

SJS Student Killed
By Bomb Explosion
A 22-year-old SJS senior died early
this morning from injuries suffered in
a bomb blast at the archery field adjacent to the high-rise dorm.
Identified as Mark Allen Neubert, a
resident of Joe West Hall, the victim
died at 2:15 a.m. at San Jose Hospital.
Police listed the death as a suicide.
"At this point I think it was probably self-destruction," said San Jose
Police Sgt. Donald Ewing. Sgt. Donald
Moore added, "It doesn’t look like a
part of any radical movement."
The 12:53 a.m. blast, which rocked
West Hall, rattled windows as far as
three blocks from the 12-story highrise dorm.
The victim was found lying prone a
few feet from the base of a large tree
near the south end of the archery field.

Sgt. Ewing said the bomb was a fused
canister device wrapped in newspaper.
The sergeant also said there were unconfirmed reports of a timing device.
SJS coed Mickey Holt, a resident of
Royce Hall, was one of three students
to reach the victim immediately after
the blast. She told the Daily he was
suffering from third degree burns and
had a deep laceration along the right
side of his neck. His pulse was "fluttery," she said, but he was still alive.
Ambulance drivers who answered the
call were angered is,- the crowd of more
than 300 onlookers from the nearby
residence halls and apartments whose
presence prevented quick removal to
the hospital. In addition to the ambulance, several San Jose police units and
a fire truck arrived on the scene within
minutes of the explosion.

Ram Quarterback Gabriel
Highlights Filipino Program
A woman who balances a glass Of
water on her head and hands while
belly dancing to attract males. a 6-4,
220 pound Filipino quarterback by
the name of Roman Gabriel, and a
fashion show are being offered today
and tomorrow by the Filipino American Students Association.
Gabriel, quarterback for the Los
Angeles Rants, and half-Filipino, will
be speaking today at 2 p.m. in the
College Union Ballroom.
In explaining why Gabriel was chosen to speak, Lulu Loyola, FASA spokeswoman, said:
’FORGOTTEN MINORITY’
"The ’forgotten minority’ must now
be recognized for their contributions
to American culture. Roman Gabriel,
being of Filipino extraction, has been
a great asset to the traditional American culture in sports."
In 1969, Gabriel was named the
NFL’s most valuable player.
An "Evening in the Philippines" will
be presented in Morris Dailey, Saturday night at 7:30. Admission is free.
Thirty students will be modeling
dress that reflects the spectrum of
history and culture in the Philippines.
Following the fashion show, the
"Mutyang Salangan." a professional
dance troupe from San Francisco, will
be demonstrating folk dances.
BELLY DANCE
Dances included are the Singkil, or
bamboo stick dance, where the dancers
step between closing bamboos, and the
Bin-A-Suan, where a wonuin belly
dances with a glass on her head.
Afterward, from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
a dance with music by the Intrigues
will be sponsored in the College Union
Ballro.itn.
The events arts part of Asian Culture Month, set aside by the college to
celetirate Asian culture.
Ferber eeents this weak hey. drawn
SIAM response but the Filipinos are

expecting a larger turnout for Friday
and Saturday.
"This is not just for Filipinos alone,"
emphasized one of them.

Merz, Robertson nnounce for Preaent
Two veterans of the James Edwards
administration, Vice President John
Merz and Director of Academic Affairs
Grady Robertson, yesterday announced
their candidacy for A.S. President.
In separate news conferences, Merz
and Robertson vowed "clean" campaigns and community action-oriented
administrations.

Merz, at a 2:15 p.m. press meeting,
introduced his running mates, A.S.
Personnel Selection Officer Randy
Kern for vice president and assistant
A.S. Treasurer Ron IIarbeek for
treasurer.
Robertson, announcing at :3 pm., is
using what he calls "new talent" on
his ticket: Jerry Oxsen for vice presi-

Kurzweil Grievance Hearing Opens
lltEN PETTERSON and
JAY CLAPPER
Daily Staff Writers
An extra -inning version of SJS* newgrievance committee
est top sport
hearings was held yesterday morning, afternoon, and evening. This time
it was Dr. Jack H. Kurzweil, assistant
professor of electrical engineering going to bat, against the offices of the
Dean of the School of Engineering and
the college president, over the denial
of his tenure.
In his opening statement, Mal Burnstein, Dr. Kurzweil’s attorney, declared
the purpose of his case was to show
that the School of Engineering Committee on Retention and Tenure and
Promotion and Acting President Hobert
Burns refused to accept or consider
evidence favorable to Dr. Kurzweil in
discussing his tenure qualifications.

Burnstein al
i o shox
that Norman 0. Gunderson, dean of the
School of Engineering, distorted facts
that were favorable to Dr. Kurzweil.
Dean Gunderson, who was unable to
attend by order of his physician, was
represented by Professor James Lima
of the Electrical Engineering Department. Dr. Ted Benedict of the Speech
Department represented Dr. Burns.
The first two witnesses called in
the case were Electrical Engineering
Professors William Swanson, now on a
leave of absence, and Michael O’Flynn.
Both Swanson and O’Flynn were members of the department’s recruiting
committee which recommended the hiring of Dr. Kurzweil in the spring of
1968.
Both Swanson and O’Flynn agreed
that Dr. Kurzweil should be granted
tenure,

United Front Claims at Debate

’Racism a Result of Capitalism’
By GARY PIERCE
Daily Political Writer
While one side claimed, "A corporation cannot do anything that the publie doesn’t authorize it to" the opposing side asserted, "American capitalism
played a major role in organizing a
racist system."
The statements were made during a
debate on "American Business; Progress or Destruction?" held in Morris
Dailey Auditorium yesterday afternoon.
Approximately 150 people attended
the "Spartan Forum" debate which was
moderated by Michael Moretti, instructor of speech.
Speaking on the side of American
business were Jack Jones, Dow Chemical Company vice president in charge
of public relations for the 13 western
states, and Dr. Duncan F.. Williams,
SJS associate professor of mechanical
engineering.
Representing the United Front
Against War Related Recruiting, the
anti-American corporation side, were
Jim Ransom, Radical Action Movement; Bob Allen, New College prof’ ssor; and Dr. James O’Connor, associate professor of economies,
’NOT POLITICAL’
Dr. O’Connor was first to speak. Ile
began by stating, "This debate has no
meaning politically." He said true debates must culminate in some type of
positive final action but that the most
that could come of this one was to open
or close a few mind,
He blamed large corporations for pot.

dent and Bill Pedrick for treasurer.
Neither is currently involved in student
government.
Merz said he would deal with "issues
that affect the students, faculty, and
the community."
Robertson, reading from a prepared
text, said: "We are committed to making government a true tool of people

lution, racism, and other social problems. "It’s merely a question of them
not being willing to do anything about
it unless it pays."
The second to speak was Dr. Wilhams, who stated, "In nearly every
country in the world great honor is
given to those who contribute to the
economy. It’s only in this country that
those who have been charged with proclueing goods have done their job so
well that there is no longer any honor
attached."
Referring to the burial of an automobile during SJS’s Survival Faire, he
criticized the speakers at the burial
who claimed the people’s right to speak
out in America is being supressed. "I
was amazed that you tolerated the
insult to your intelligence."
NO FRIEND
Allen then spoke. claiming, "The
American business system is not now
and has never been a friend of Black
people and of other Third World
people."
He gave historical analogies of the
treatment of Black people immediately after they had been freed from
slavery by the Civil War. He said
American businesses exploited them
even at that early date.
Ransom, the only student speaker,
questioned American priorities in
spending millions of dollars on a moon
project while allowing conditions in the
ghettos to remain unchanged, "Amprint’s lenders are more interested in
getting a lot of world prestige than

in our own people here at home."
He asserted, "We have to instigate
a dictatorship of the masses of people
to replace the dictatorship of the minority of people."
Jones presented the final argument,
saying, "The government sets its policy
priorities and then it’s the job of business and industry to work within those
priorities."
SOCIAL BENEFITS
Jones said businesses are changing.
"We are beginning to evaluate what
we do in terms of social benefits rather
than just economic benefits."
Dr. Williams was the first to give
a rebuttal, he said, "Certain rights are
reserved to the minority . . those that
enable it to try and persuade the majority to come over to their side of
view."
Answering a charge by Dr. Williams
that he was presenting a fascist point
of view, Ransom stated, "I’m a fascist,
just like George Washington was a
fascist."
Allen said, "It is the victims who define racism, it is the victims who define the fascists, and it is the victims
who define the imperalists."
Jones denied charges that racism is
used in hiring policies, "You’re hiring
them because they have the training to
do something."
Dr. O’C.onnor then concluded the rebuttals, "Corporati 011S don’t peodnee
any goods, workers produce goods.
When workers strike there is no production."

Testimony was also presented concerning a conversation in Spartan Cafeteria in summer 1968 involving
O’Flynn, Swanson and Dean Gunderson. The conversation followed publication of several newspaper stories
Dr. Kurzweil’s political affiliations.
Swanson testified Dean Gunderson
expressed concern over the situation
which had developed in the department
since Dr. Kurzweil had been hired.
Swanson said Dean Gunderson had received numerous phone calls from local
businessmen concerning the hiring and
appeared deeply troubled over the situation.
O’Flynn said he had the impression
Dean Gunderson felt "the Electrical
Engineering Department created this
mess and they should clean it up."
Much of the controversy revolves
around Dr. Kurzweil’s wife, Bettina
Aptheker Kurzweil (key figure in the
Berkeley Free Speech movement I W110
was present throughout the hearing.
Another witness, Dr. Albert Heckbert, also from the Electrical Engineering Department, declared there was
"no doubt that the tenure decision was
based on political rather than academic
judgments." He referred to a conversation he had with Dr. George Moynahan
and Lima during which "they alluded
to secret FBI files," and asked Dr.
Heekhert to "join them actively to get
rid of Kurzweil."
Dr. Kurzweil was then called on to
testify, and he gave a history of his
case. When asked if he felt qualified
to receive tenure, he replied, "I feel I
can do the job."
The hearing was chaired by Psychology Professor Dr. Walter T. Plant
with the assistance of Mrs. Karen
Dewey, of the chancellor’s legal staff.
Following the completion of Dr. Kurzweil’s testimony, Plant asked for presentations front the dcfendan is.
Lima stated that Dean Gunderson
would rest his case on his written brief
submitted to the panel, plus written
responses to statements made by the
Wit nesses.
Speaking for Acting President Burns,
Dr. Benedict stated there was a lack
of evidence on both sides, and thc criteria used by the different committees
was not always the same, lie said the
decision was based on concern for "the
welfare of the institution and faculty
morale."
"Where the evidence is conflicting
and ambiguous," Dr. Benedict continued. "a responsible person must turn
to other rational criteria. There are no
arbitrary decisions in matters of this
type."
The panel’s decision was withheld
pandinrt the wrqten reaponsies of Dean
Gunderson,

and allowing us, all of us, to claim
our rightful places within this academic community."
Merz said he hoped his ticket will
be cast in the incumbent role. Ile said
he was proud of the Edwards administration and his part in it.
"I have a lot of respect for James
(Edwards) and how he can relate to
people. I was a part of his administration too," countered Robertson. "Neither of us I Merz or Robertson), though,
is James Edwards."
Kern emphasized that the problems
of SJS are the same as the problems of
the society at large. ’This campus is
a microcosm of the problems of the
macrocosm that surrounds us"
"We must join together, on a scale
greater than ever before, to seriously
mount a massive attack on mediocrity
In this college and in our lives." Robertson keynoted.
Harbeck, questioned about his alleged
affiliation with the Students for a
Democratic Society, said he has never
been a member of SDS, was a member
of the Radical Action Movement
(RAMP, but severed his connection
with that organization in December,
in disagreement wiht RAM’s role in
the recruiter confrontation. He helped
organize the Radical Audio Visual
Experiment, he said, and is still
"loosely connected" with it.
"Radicalism has been misunderstood;
what we’re talking about is stereotypes," flarbeek concluded.
Oxsen and Pedriek. queried as to
their inexperience with SJS student
government, admitted that they had
not been involved in &IS politics
before.
Omen has wi irked in the Tutorials
program, and s:, at he has an ability
to work with people and experience in
planning. "I think I have the commitment." he said.
Pedrick ha, servisl as coot roller of
student activities at College of San
Mateo. "Fin totally open to new ideas,"
he said. "We are going to reform the
way the government responds to
people."

Elec. Eard Appal%
New AcEng Denials
Bob Riser, no of the prospective
elect ion boa p I appointments, was
tiaMed acting chairman at yesterday’s
elect ion board meeting.
His appointment, along with four
others, must first be approved by AS.
Council. When these appointments are
approved, the board can officially approve the new chairman, according to
Yesterday’s A.S Council meeting was
cancelled for lack of is quorum. The
election board will try to get council
to hold a special meeting today at :1:30
p.m. to approve the appointments. If
these appointments arc not approved.
interim amointments will be made,
although they will be non-voting
members.
Five more positicins are still open
CM the 13 member election board. Applications for these positions are being
taken in the AS. offives.
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Editorials

USED JUDGE Ell

Just a Lot of Talk?
ith A.S. Elections staring us in the face, a lot of talk will be devoted to how
stmlents ten this campus can best support EOP. But if the current trend continues,
that’s just what it will betalk.
In the past few weeks students repeatedly have had the chance to support the
program and hale shown where their heads are really at by turning their backs.
Thi, Sunday. however, students will be given another chance. The Experimental College will sponsor the movie "The Heart is a Lonely Hunter," with all
proceeds from the 50 cent admission charge going to the EOP program. There
bill lie hso showings, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
11 attending one of Sunday’s showings students on this campus can show the
tru-tec, the legislature, and the governor that we believe in this program. We
c,m ,Imw them that we are not all talk and that we are not just looking for a
ittluiiit.
If an adequately funded EOP program is to become a reality on this campus
it’, up to students to start the ball rolling. We must show that we are committed
before asking others to commit themselves.
Start Sunday. Attend the movie, support an important program, and show
the state’s leaders we’re not all talk.

All Models Goorag)

UNIMPEACHABLE

PRoviDING

YOU CAN
6ET THEM APPROVED

AYNEg

BLACKMUN\
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SJS Ecologically Insane
Earth Day. April 22, offers individual participation and community involve.
mem in solving environmental problems across the country. Although coordinated
nationally. Environmental Action Day is a grass-roots movement. People are
S I irking at the community level to identify. bring to public attention, and solve
ecologically insane programs in their area.
Students are often quick to point an accusing finger at business, industry and
got eminent as the causes of all of our various ills. In many instances, however,
the initiation of the solution -finding process can begin within their own area of
a in
Spcci lividly. here at SJS, there are a number of ecological problems on campus
uhich can and, hopefully, will be solved by students themselves.
Students of Survival Faire have identified these problems. Students of the
campus Public Relations Society of America are working to focus attention on
them. Together these groups hope to gain student support and bring pressure to
hear on the attitudes, people, and agencies which perpetuate ecological insanity
at this college.
Daily fully supports Earth Day, April 22, and the local activities planned
ill unit print ion with that (lay. We cannot possibly hope to solve the problems of
the world if we cannot first put our own house in order.
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’Daily Not Voice of Students’
By EARL REASON
I, the ’..p,irtan Daily the true voice of
it appeases the students by presenting the
the students at San Jose State?
views most commonly associated with
young people, but its presentation of the
By reading the editorial page you
news is establishment oriented.
mouldrit think on. Oh yes, it’s liberal, hut
How can the Daily seriously criticize
sis are a lot of other arm-chair liberals.
Nixon for his double talk when the "voice
Th.%11 talk one thing then do another.
of the students" does the same thing?
low many of the views expressed on the
Certain sentiments are expressed one
...Mona] page have been practiced by the
week and opposing views will be cited the
Daily? It would appear that the Daily is
following week, a la Nixon.
merely an ann of the establishment in that
The Daily is extremely sensationalist!
Kurzweil, Rutherford, and Mage appear to
be the only newsworthy people on campus
(they always get the big headlines). Let’s
mi SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
not even discuss Dr. Baillie. Singlehandedly the Daily has tried, convicted and seaSecond Class postage paid at San Jon, California.
Member of California Newspaper Publishen Ampuletenced Dr. Baillie, even though all of the
Published daily by students of San Jose State
College, except Saturday and Sunday, during college
facts have not yet been presented. The
year. The opinions expressed herein Cr. not
sadly
facts that have been presented by the Daily
those of the Associated Student Body, the College
Administration, or the Deparheent of Journalism an
have been introduced so they will have a
Advertising. Subscriptions accepted only on a
sensational appeal. In fact, there hasn’t
ren,ainder.of-semestar basis. Full academic year, $9;
each semester, $4.50. Off-campus price per copy, 10
he-en a major new story to appear this
cents. Phone 294-6414Editorial Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385,
semester that hasn’t been played from a
2356, Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084. Press of
Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. FIrst St.
sensational angle.
It seems that the Daily underplays just
Editor
BOB BRACKET
Advertising Manager
PAUL MYER
as many stories as it "overplays." One isDay Editor
JOE WU
sue that finally made it onto the pages of
Assistant Eilifor
CRAIG TURNER
Hews Editor .
CHARLOTTE MARSHALL
the Daily that is relevant to a majority of
Associate Editor
R L BEADLE
the student body is the tenant union strike,
Copy Editor
DALE SMILEY
Sports Editor
KEN LUTHY
but how much have we read about it?
Entertainment Editor
VICKI RANDALL
Why aren’t reporters being told to "dig"
Wire Editor
JEFF KENYON
Feature Editor
KEN COSTA
for stories about the rent strike, why aren’t
Photo Editor
BILL KAMBERG
they busy looking up new leads? I don’t
Public Relations Director __._.. ROGER KlICSU
Chief Photographer ......
CHUCK SHAWVER
want to he unfair, I’m sure they would be
Staff Artist
MIKE ENGLISH
if they weren’t so busy getting all the
Executive Assisteat .-- KAREN PETTERSON
Campus Correspondent
JUDEE BARNES
latest dirt on Dr. Baillie.
Retail Ad Maness*?
MARV CLEVELAND
This semester’s Daily is much "inw
Promotion Manager
_ . CHRISTIE SUN
Business Menace? .... DENNIS TSUBAHARA
proved" over past issues; however, the
Assistant National Ad Manager . BEV BLAZER
sports page is still the same. All you ever
Production Manager ____ CINDY SIMMONS
National Ad Manager _
TOM ONALFO
get out of it is the score, who played
Supplement Manager
....... TIM PRICE
whom, and what the coach says about his
Classified Managers
DOUG SAYSETTE,
DAVE LOOP, TOM WATSON, HOBIE
"boys." The Athletic Department is ;vast.
GAY, BARRY D’AMBROS1A,
big its money on a sports information di.
MIKE POPOVEC
Credit Manager ---...--- NICK TUCCI
rector, u the Daily sports page is the bast
Art Manager
HIATT
JOANIE
P.R. shut they could ever want.
Assistant Art Manager ---- ART VOLKLAND
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Staff Comment
‘Is

a Revolution Necessary?’

B% M.110. Ittata-IERTY
No doubt Jim Dourgarian will he labeled
good candidate for the- %I omen’s Liberation
a "sexist" by the SJS N\ omen’s Liberation
Front. I went to the day-long SJS Women’s
Front for his article April 15 on liberation
Symposium in late February only to see
and feminism.
about 35 "liberated women" walk out on a
For those not in the know, "sexist" is
panel of thre,, men simply because they
the Women’s Lib term for a male supremwere men. 01)%iousb. they couldn’t take
acist.
competition from men.
In his article Dourgarian knocked miliMany Womet(s Lib members across the
tant feminists, saying that he respects a
LS, have giN 1.11 lip sex and love and adwoman who is "pleasurable. sVIISUMIS and
vocate masturbation. That’s probably the
beautiful." Which was he deseribing
only sex they can get.
I. broad?"
These women are motivated by hate.
the "ideal girl" or a "d
In "The Feminine Mli,tietit." author
They hate the "weaker sex" because they
Bettey Friedan, founder of the National
envision women as "things" that cook dinner and make love. They hate man beOrganization for Women I N( iN\ ) said that
cause he is more aggressive and has opwomen today see themselves as i-rixaai toys
limited anti defined by their setial roles.
pressed women.
And whom shall these women liberate
Dourgarian supported her theory and
in the long run? \\ ill the y liberate women
damn near hung himself when he used
by taking away marriage, love, sex and
three physical characterist i cs ( pleasurable,
baldes?
sensuous and beautiful) to describe the
(hi Aug. 20, NOW has planned a general
type of woman he must respects.
strike. asking women to cover their typeTake note, Dourgarian. Women are
riters and refuse to do dishes, clean house
human beings FIRST I with minds as well
or make lee, e until they are guaranteed
as bodies) anti women second.
However, I do agree with Dourgarian
equal opportunities and pay.
when he criticized the Women’s Lib for
Because of the widespread support of
the American Women’s Lib, this social prowanting "to eliminate roles such as man
test has been treated as a serious revoluand woman."
To quote an old song, "I enjoy being a
tion.
girl." I like being emotionally and
I do feel job and pay discrimination.
However, this doesn’t make me a second
ally different from man and I fear the day
class citizen, and I agree with Dourgarian
when there will be no need for differences
when he asks, "is a revolution really necesbetween the sexes.
sary.
I don’t hate men, so I wouldn’t be a

Thrust and Parry

Referendum; \VLF; Sports
’Vote for EOP’
Editor:
Finally someone has taken the initiative to
do something constructive on this campus. I
am speaking of the Referendum for the FOP
Program here at San Jose State.
Because of Gov. Reagan’s hatchet, there is a
crisis facing the EOP program concerning
funds. After finding out the real meaning of
EOP and what it is doing for students, I feel
It is a real asset to our society.
It seems to me that this Referendum is the
intelligent way of facing and handling effectively the problems facing students today,
Instead of yelling and marching in the streets
accomplishing nothing. I am white and considered a conservative by my peer group, but
help by voting for the Referendum for FOP.
I now feel there is a channel in which I can
Ed (ieraleyen
A14451

’Revolution Needed’
Editor:
Dourgarian seems surprised (in Fervor,
Tuesday, April 14) that women could find "the
chores of housewives and Playboy Bunnies intolerable and degrading." Housework needs
to be done, but is it necessary to assign one
group of people to clean up after another, or
to expand this insignificant labor to a runtime occupation?
Mr. Dourgarian adds, in reference to Playboy Bunnies, that he "respects a woman who
Is pleasurable, sensual and beautiful." We like

pleasurable, sensual and attractive men, but
don’t feel that this is a basis for respect
Finally, he acknowledges that "Certainly,
women cure subjects of discrimination," but
he feels that "we don’t need another revolutionary movement to resolve this problem."
Mr. Dourgarian may not feel he needs it, but
we do, and articles like yours emphasize this
need.
Klki Beek, A13573
Alette Lundeberg. A14721
Women’it Liberation, MSC

’No Political Interests’
Editor;
For those who might suspect my motives or
worry over what I "enjoy," I have no vested
political interests, and at the risk of being
somewhat immodest, I played baseball at
Pierce College, where I was selected All-West em States Conference and elected co-captain.
Ask Jack Hiatt or Bob Pfeil, of Giants and
Mets, respectively. I still play.
However, in this era of social reckoning,
tuition, and budget cuts, I cannot support a
program which has certain inherent bias, loses
money, and considering the state of our environment, acts in many eases to bring people
from perfectly clean environments to one
which is rapidly becoming more polluted.
Besides who, in desiring to be popular
enough to win, would speak out against
athletics?
Art Ranger.
110191.4

Federal Judge- Harry A. Blackmun of
Nlitinesota is President Nixon’s third choice
for the Supreme Court se-at vacated by the
resigned Abe Eortas.
A lifelong friend of Chief Justice Warren Burger and a Republican. Blackmun
is (i1 and a judge on the 8th Circuit Court
of Appeals.
He is considered a moderate on most
issues, including civil rights, anti a strict
constructionist in regard to law and order.
The President has been true to his word
in selecting a nominee from a region other
than the South.
Blackmun is a graduate of Harvard College anti liars ard Law School. He was
appointed to the federal bench in 1959 by
Pres. Dwight I). Eisenhower.
In 1968 Blackmun wrote the opinion
in the death penalty ease that is now before the Supreme Court.
Th., case goes into methods by which
juries decide on the death penalty.
Also in 1968 in Jones vs. Mayer, he rejected a complaint by an interracial couple
against a developer for refusing to sell
them a house. The Supreme Court overruled him.
Apparently, Blackmun wanted to rule in
the couple’s favor, but said he believed a
lower court should not lay down a doctrine
breaking front past cases. This may be an
example of the President’s idea of strict
constructionism.
His rule on determination of insanity has
been flexible. And he rejected the use of
a leather strap as a means of punishment
in Arkansas prisons as unconstitutional.
So. from the information gathered thus
far, Blackmun might well break Nixon’s
losing streak on the Supreme Court at
two.
Even with his moderate stance on civil
rights, if his judicial record is good, he
will be approved by the Senate.
Many Senators have voiced the opinion
that if a judge’s record is honorable, they
will vote for approval.
It is difficult to surmise if Blackmun is
the hest suited for the court among the
nation’s judicial system.
But the-re can be little doubt at this
point that Blackmun definitely is more
qualified than the President’s Southern
Strategy selections thus far.

Poetry

Lonely Road
IIARVEY GOTLIFFE
Lecturer, Advertising
I took a ride
Back to many summers ago
Down past steel mills,
Belching their orange vomit
Into an already polluted sky.
Past empty stores
With VOTE FOR KOVACH signs
Pasted on the glass.
By SOKOL’S BAR
And old men outside
Expectorating
On dirty, Sunday sidewalks.
Around GEORGE and DAISYS
Where men and boys
Inhaled deeply
And swore in smoke
To show the world
That they were men.
Then we turned right
And stopped at St. Joes
Where three flights up
Without need to spit
Or smoke, or swear
Lay a man with nothing to prove
Except he was ready and waiting.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms front SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with R. L. Beadle, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use of
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.
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At what point should Associated Students (A.S.) Judiciary
decisions be relased to the press?
This question could turn into
a heated debate today at a special meeting of the A.S. Judiciary.
Chief Justice Boger Olsen has
called the special meeting for 1
p.m. today in the Montano it,aan
of the College Union.
In the past, all Judiciary decisions have remained confidential until they have gone through
proper channels. Decisions and
recommendations are foiwarded
to the dean of students office
by the Judiciary. Then the dean
of students notifies the college
president and the president, in
turn, releases his final derision.
Recently, Judiciary sentiments
on the process have switched.
According to Chief Justice Roger
Olsen, some members of the Judiciary are displeased at the job
the judicial referral agents have
been doing.
"Judiciary’s preference is now
to make as intieh public as we
can," explained Chief Justice
Olsen. "This is definitely my
preference."
Olsen asserted that A.S. Act
36 clearly states that sanctions
cannot be made public until they
have cleared the proper channels.
However, he explained that it
would depend on what type of Interpretation was used to determine whether Judiciary’s decisions of innocent or guilty could
be released. It would take a eon-
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Dna, pi, ao by B,,,ce Rozonhart
SPANISH FILIPINO MIX in fashion is displayed by Ressie and
Ben Icasiano, Aurora Uminga and Cherly Cautay. Maria Claras
are the names given the women’s dresses; the man’s transparent
lace shirt (made out of pineapple fibers1) is called a barrong
tagolog. Also on display will be Filipinas in Moro Indian miniskirts, part of the attraction 7:30 Saturday night, Filipino night
in Morris Dailey.

Short of Requested Amount

Council Approves CUPB Budget;
$4,300 Increase Over 1969-70
The 1970-71 College Union Program Board (CUPB) budget, approved by A.S. Council Tuesday,
showed an increase of $4,300 over
the 1969-70 budget, though it was
still $2,000 short of the amount
requested by the CUPB. The approved budget toialed $83,500.
Of 13 line items, eight were
increased, two decreased, two remained the same and one new
program was added, Those bolstered include salaries and wages,
$3,000 to $4,000; publicity, $4,000
to $4,500; forum, $5,000 to $6,000;
scholar-in-residence $6,200 to
$10,000; social, $3,000 to $6,000;
films. $3,000 to $7,500; recreation,
$1.500 to $2,500; and operating
expenses, $2,700 to $3,500.
Reduced were performing arts,
$30,500 to $30,200; and art gal loin’, $9,000 to $5,000. Conference
and travel, $1.000, and telephone
and telegraph, $300, remained the
same. Special programs, a new
addition, was given $3,000.
Hal Weiner, chairman of the
CITPB, was disappointed with the
cut made in the art gallery monies. The CUPB asked for $10,000
but was given only $5,000.
"The art gallery is a bad item
to cut because it’s a growing
program. People don’t realize it
takes quite a bit of money to get
good exhibits by well-known

Student projects on Zero Population Growth (ZPG), photography, ecology and other sciencerelated areas will be featured at
the SJS Science Faire April 22,
23 and 24. Sponsored by the National Science Department, the
Faire will be held in Duncan Hall
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
all three days.
The Faire is being organized by
Paul Dickert and student chairmen from the natural science
eta-ses to help students in the
Natural Science Department to
fulfill department requirements
on individual projects and study.
The Faire will feature natural
science films as well as guest
speakers from Stanford University and Ames Research Institute,
On Wednesday and Thursday
the Faire will be open only to
natural science students. On Friday, the public will have the opportunity to attend.

Candidate Hits
Tuition, Fees
A proposal which would prohibit tuition and limit other fees;
to present levels in all state supported colleges and universities.
was stibmitt al this week to the
Calif. State Attorney General for ;
approval.
Harvey Hurtt, candidate for
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction and sponsor of the
proposal, is calling for volunteers
to help obtain the 520,276 signatures of registered oters needed
to get the proposed amendment
on the November ballot.
The deadline for petitions to
be turned into County clerks
throughout the state is June 5.
Anyone interested in support ing the drive for signatinvs ;
should write to Harvey Hurtt
1019 Snit tuck Avantia. Berkeley

esste,0:40000.

artists," Weiner commented.
The only other item request
changed by council
scholar-inresidence
was given $10,000

rather thatiThe $7,000 asked for
by the CUPB. Referring to this
addition, Weiner stated, "It
wasn’t necessary."

Construction Continues
On Community Park
The Interest invested into the Community Park Project by both
students and neighbors of the East Side Community Is expected to
continue producing dividends this weekend as the low-income recreational facility undergoes the last major phases of construction.
Tie.- major ditidend :owned to the project, states student coordinator Jim Self, Is the "tremendous amount of Interaction between
students and the community."
Self noted the vigorous manner In which both the students and
neighbors have committed themselves to the project during the first
weeks of construction.
Self has extended an Invitation to all those students interested in
furthering student-communIty relations to come out to the site of
the project at Story and (ialahlui roads.
Work is tentatively p.ehedtiled from S a.m. to 7 p.m. both tomorrow and Sunday. Refreshments will be provided.
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Are you
getting
enough
out of life?
-The Light By Which We
See- by Noel D. Bryan
Jones of The Chrislian Science Board of Lectureshin
3 p.m. Sunday, April 19.
John Muir Junior Hioh
School, 1260 Branham Lane.
Sponsored by Second
Chureh of Christ, Seiontiet,
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’Battle of Berkeley’ Continues Ii

The second day of the "Battle
of Berkeley" left the University
of California campus a quagmire
of rucks, bottles, broken windows,
broken furniture and tear gas
canisters.
Commencing with a lunchtime
attack on the Navy ROTC building, rock and bottle throwing
demonstrators repeatedly confronted police In their attempt to
protest U.S. involvement in the
Vietnam War.
Approximately 500 demonstrators threw rocks and bottles
through windows of Callaghan
Hall, headquarters for the campus ROTC, but were repelled by
20 campus police and 30 sheriff’s
deputies who unleashed 20 or
more tear gas canisters on the

Eco!cgy, Business
Corporatiens Tek
In Meals Dailey

SJS Faire
Next Week

SPARTAN DAILY-41

i=

stitutional amendment to change
Act 36.
Dean of Students Robert Martin is expected to attend the
meeting to discuss the problems
with Judiciary.
The Judiciary will also diseuss
procedures relevant to individual
cases, said Olsen.

Representatives from several
corporations in the Santa Clara
Valley will speak on ecology and
its relation to business on Wednesday. April 22 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The public is invited to attend
the 10 a.m, conference that will
feature speakers from Boise Cascade Land Developers, Greater
San Jose Chamber of Commerce,
Perrninente Cement, Standard
Oil, PG&E. and Leslie Salt. Questions by the audience will be welcomed at the conference.
For further information contact the Environmental Teach-In
Committee in the Environmental
Information Center, Building U.

News Review
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Aprtl 17, ler70

4 TO 7 P.M. EVERY DAY

5403 Stevens Creek Blvd.

SANTA CLARA

The mob moved on to California Hall, which houses the university chancellor’s office, and
waving black flags chanted,
"ROTC must go," and "U.S. out
of Southeast Asia," before starting to bombard the building with
debris, breaking several windows
In the Process.
After being driven back by
police tear gas, the crowd invaded the Faculty Club, breaking
down doors with pipes and hurling furniture and crockery
through windows. Some 50 faculty members inside threw chairs
at the demonstrators, who then
turned and fled.
Outside, they were greeted
with another barrage of tear gas
in Dwindle Plaza.
As surging youths tried to reorganize their ranks, one young
man jumped to the top of a car
and screamed, "The Vietnamese
are dying, and we’re going to be
dying on this campus."
Police then resorted to driving
a patrol car, which emits pepper
fog (tear gas) from its trunk,
around the campus to disperse
the mob.
The demonstrators then moved
onto the city streets and confronted the police on Bancroft
Avenue.
A telephoned bomb threat at
2:35 p.m. in the Electrical Engineering Building was investigated
by police, but no bomb was found

Splashdown

Arms Request
A request for military assistance from Cambodia is under examination by the State Department according to press officer
Robert J. McCloskey in a statement Millie yesterday.
He said the request was for
guns and ammunition and not for
troops.
McCloskey told news me n.
"Through our embassy in Phnom
Penh the Cambodian government
has requested military assistance
from the United Stales. The request is being examined."
He gave no details and refused
to provide any information on
what kind of arms or ammunition the Cambodians might want,
for example such things as artillery and aircraft.

Defectors
The Swedish Immigration and
Naturalization Board announced
yesterday it had granted asylum
to 23 more American defectors
from military service since March
2.
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EMERY’S
1401 W. San Carlos St.
San Jose, California

390 MoFFETT
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.

The Apollo 13 astronauts, after I
four troubled days in space,
I II I hill I I III I III IIII II III I
coaxed their cold and ailing
spaceship homeward this morning
toward an expected splashdown
at 10:07 a.m. PST.
Mission control directed the
astronauts to give their ship a
small thruster jolt at 5:53 am.
Reg. $2.75
this morning to aim the moonServed open fare on loa,I with
craft precisely at the splashdown
french fried potatoes and ,iiced 10loate.ea
target 580 miles southeast of Samoa.
WITH THIS COUPON
The astronauts were forced to = Cood until kpril 23, 1970 at 531 E. Santa tiara and 1111, 4 !orations
don extra underwear and sleep Fillinitinitillintilitinillinnilintli1111111111111111111111111111111111111111Mtilitilin

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK SANDWICH

Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?
Not that you’d want to. Sometimes it just happens ... like
after a picnic, or when you
bring home a couple of cold
6-paks and forget to put ’em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goof up the taste or
flatten the flavor?
Relax. You don’t have
to worry.
A really
good beer like Yes?
Budweiser is just
as good when you chill it
twice. We’re mighty glad about
that. We’d hate to think of all
our effort going down the drain

just because the temperature
has its ups and downs.
You can understand why
when you consider all the extra
trouble and extra expense that
go into brewing Buda. For instance, Budweiser is the only
beer in America that’s Beechwood Aged.
So ... it’s absolutely okay
to chill beer twice.
Enough said. (Of
course, we have
a lot more to say
about Budweiser. But we’ll
keep it on ice for now.)

No?

Budweiser is the King of Beers.
(But you know that.)

(some ai Highway 213-0)
MEETING AND BANQUET FLOLITIBI A VAIIABIA

The board claimed it has granted asylum to 409 Americans since
the start of an influx of defectors
against the Vietnam War began
in 1967.
The hoard revealed it had turned down only 16 applications and
about Si) have returned to their
military units or to the Uniled
States.

huddled together on the floor of
the moon lander last night to
combat a 50 degree chill which
resulted from their efforts to
save valuable fuel.
On the ground the crew of the
next Apollo flight rehearsed the
proposed plans for re-entry in a
spaceship simulator to test what
would work and what would not.
In order to make the re-entry as
normal as possible.
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For What It’s Worth

Movie RevIew

’Marooned’ Plot Timely
I( 1,1 ii

\

Bat .11,t:’
lit,ny
it was about astroMlot. caught in orbit around the
eartla rumuna out of oxygen,
al and tone The retro-rookets
Iii to blast them out of orbit
int t the eartnis atm.:sphere acre
&di/ al order. and so they were,
it ,ctil, I it wooed to eternal
of the viatica
Alai so aas the possible fate
Apt!’" la crew. ’rhe silniI the real-hle situation
a.... lamer startling to say the
le oa atal theiefore heightened
la,
ioaaiet - tor
.is
’:!
to the superb
ot toe two events. "Ma- ill-. a darn Rood
silting, the
the phospecial effects are
th every inah of the golden
.1.itue Hwy won.
I’m sure there are those who
would complain of the technical
airwialae and scientific. jatgon
raiial.e.ed throughout much of the
too\ ie, hut I personally think
added the necessary touch
! realism. Of course, I didn’t
stand omen of the earth -to-

5!
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Dally
Oh, the Ira,. Wednesday night I wint to
a...t for
the movies. more or
the heck of it. The :nova- v
"Marooned," start ma I,, a _i.e..Peck, Richard Crean .. .1... s
Franciscus. Gene 1 La sk mail. It .r
vid Jan,sen and al’ ’it
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FRANK ZAPPA
AND THE HOT RATS
Berk,’ey
April 19

ROCK & kOLL
REVIVAL
Berkeley
April 19
PETER, PAUL & MARY
Berkeley
April 25
IKE & TINA MINER
Berkeley
May 3
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JOHNNY CASH
Oakland Colosseum
May 8

F

JACQUES BREL
Bimbo’s
Zs

SLY AND THE
FAMILY STONE
Oakland Colosseum
May 10

We Want You To Join Our Church
As An
Ordained Minister

HAIR
Orpheum Theatre

And Have The Rank Of
DOCTOR OF DIVINITY

ACT
Marines Memcrial
Theatre
Geary Theatre
On Salo:

San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Villase
246-1160

I;

Open Mon. thru Fri.
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

FICE. LirE C
1e39 HOLLYWOOD, FICA:L..,

-

2S5-7238

CINEMA BURBANK

Bascom and Moorpark

1:1
hut a oia. coatent,
self with observing the marveiuusly executed special effects he
should be more than satisfied.
Another aspect of "Marooned"
that really hits home is the utter
realism of the situation. I saw
an old movie on television the
other day called "I, .
Moon.’ which took seta,
nauts on a Flash Gordon t:
.
the nuam. Ten yews ago it a a
a dream or a farce or a put-on,
but now it’s actually true.
SPACE TRAVEL
"Marooned" employs many of
the same techniquea, yet ttidaa
everyone takes the whole thin
quite seriously because it’s for
mai. I think everything that
happens in this movie is ,.. thine completely within the
of possibility, including inaividual
space travel by means of a baek
pack device with built-in jet propulsion.
I sat on the edge of my seat
in anticipation of the ending.
Since the men are caught in orbit,
tough Gregory Peck (the head of
the whole operation) finally gives
the ON to a rescue mission that
has to be organized within 42
hairs. The only "WindOW.. evidently a time slot for launch in
.irder to rendezvous pnai.erly
with the ship already in space)
available is at exactly 8:18 p.m.
matters,
Just
to compliCate
there’s a hurricane on the way
with winds up to 80 knots. The
aeue piano can only take off
in winds up to 45 knots, so the
audience sits and watches the
anomometer rise as the count’ -’he’s 0 seetitol.: WC II,

Hill think I %%
in a
01,1 . .
lit -if I. 111-’0N
the
, areraft 1never he.: -,
iina such a daring
feat as slater. travel, ladies and
..entlemen I is guantaing David
Janssen. He has to learn to fly
the plane within the 42 hours
allotted for the preparation of the
rescue mission, and he certainly
impressed me with his brilliance.
Ile mastered the whole thing
with ease.
And of course, one of the astronauts is cracking up wondering if he’s going to become a
mummified sputnik, while the
oilier two behave admirably, as
’ astronauts should.
ii the ’rowning touch conies
oia end when the United
welcomes the aid of a
.
iiin iiosmonaut. It warms the
co. Isles of my heart, as my father
used to say, to see such eooperabete.. n nations. And the
all done in "good
I’ll it. I aui is the Russians are
lainies no more.
ii

GET IT!
Student Overseas Flights
for AmericamApplication
for new International
Student Itlentity Card
SOFA c/o VIC
13309 Ventura Blvd.
1
: Hnrman Oaks, Cal. 91403
) J131 872-2283
f:
GOT IT?
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By WALT YOST
Entertainment Columnist
"If Notiod) Auditioned, What the Hell (*Amid They Do?"
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Nilsson’s New Aiburn
Evokes Nostalgic Love
By BOB PELLER1N
Special to the Daily
His name is Nilsson. Ile sings
well.
His newest album is "Nilsson
Sings Newman," in which he performs the works of Randy Newman. The songs remarkably resemble those that Nilsson has
written. They are simple melodies
with cliche-less lyrics that evoke
a sense of nostalgia and a longing for an honest love.
The Beatles have called him
the finest American singer-writer
today. Their noted music promoter Derek Nelson is somewhat
less reserved about it. He claims
Nilsson is the "best contemporary soloist in the world."
GRAMMY AWARD
Nilsson is also appreciated in
his own country, though more
modestly. He just won the Grammy award as the Best Male Vocalist of 1969 for his version of
Fred Neil’s "Everybody’s Talking." And two of his compositions
were No. 1 sellers last year
"One," sung by Three Dog Night,
and his own rendition of "I Guess
the Lord Must Be in New York
City."
Nilsson -- whose first name is
is by no means typical
Harry
of rock singers. He cloesn’t
scream. In today’s music (lets
face it )we have many screamers,

who tend to hide their voices

behind the protective cover of
blaring guitars and a heavy beat.
Not so with Nilsson. Ile sings.
Background music acts as a support for his voice, not a refuge.
He embraces a variety of song

KSJS
News Log
NEWSLINE. Splash
with Doug Freeman
and Dave Barry as
they cover the Apollo
landing.
6:10 SPARTAN SPECTRUM. All the campus
news that’s fit to hear
land some that’s not
Ken Wood and Marilyn
Thompson report.
6:25 SPARTAN FOCUS.
Dave Barry probes the
ever-increasing inc
dents of vasectomies Ps
a method of birth control.

styles, which is a necessity for
anyone hoping to St ii)’ txatular
for lama His canto includes the
best of Ruda. Vallee aa well as
that of Paul MeCataney.
GENTLE VOICE
The 11.).bts of the songs in his
album are embedded in the
sounds of the 1930e. and ’41ki.
Background nos c is pr wided by
one piano and a choir of voices.
That’s all. It’s just the right support for Nilsson’s gentle voice.
"Dayton. Ohio 1903" heat exhibits that feeling of ionnintie
melancholy:
Sing a s. .
Of lint
grow
:.
Whe
a,/ quietly.
And
I. in
Thr. air is
Aria
see
i
,
nice to you.
You," Nils.
In "ais
son sings of the devotion of true
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SUNDAY, APRIL 19
9:45
MIlliNING SEMINAR
Dr. Harold V niters,
"In the BeginningResearch physii.i,t with 113NI
EVENING FORUM
5:45 P.M.
"Are You Involved in (hurchianity?"
BOTH IN THI4: Busc,, Mtn & SAN ANTONIO)

.

CAESAR AND CLEOPATFtA
... "awful, awful."
opportunity to speak out about the Drama Department. They asked
to remain anonymous for obvious rea.cons. Some quotes:
"The basic problem is that there is no excitement in the productions. Other schools in San Francisco and Los Angeles have gone In
completely different directions in the theater. State has not changed."
"The lack of excitement is due to a complex of factors. Our people
faculty have been here so long, and worked together so many years,
that it’s like comfortable shoes, why buy new ones?
"Nothing has changed. So how can students get involved and excited? People have been screaming in this department, during the
years I’ve been here, Change! Change! Change!’ and it’s falling on

deaf ears."
’Outside of ’The Man of La Mancha’ topening in May)

the rest of

love:
The milk truck hauls the sun
up
The paper hits the door
The subway shakes my floor
And I think about you.
Time to face the dawning
grey
Of another lonely day
It’s so hard living without
you.

’Boston StrarrlIer
Tomorrow Mioht
r ’ starring
"The Boston 0,2 1.
Fonda,
:
’
Curti .
Tony
Malin
George Kenn(
will be shown a.ma. row night,
April 18.
Moulder Hall, one of the men’s
dormitories, is sponsoring the
hour-and-a -half film. It will be
shown in JC 111 :it 6. S soil 10:30
p.m. with a donation of 50 cents
being requested.
The semi-ilocumentary film is
based on the stranglings of thirteen elderly women in Boston
from 1962 to 1964. The story
traces the pia:ee investigation
leading to the arrest of a homicidal schizophrenic.
The first third of the film
shows the sex crimes. The second
third is devoted to police work:
rounding up suspacts, tracking
down clues in co-ortlination with
the Strangler Bureau. In the last
portion of the film shows Tony
Curtis as the "Strangler" and
the mental deterioration he has
experienced.

1,41,
ti

"Some very exciting things could happen in the Drama Department
if you got half the students, who are super -involved in theater and
who the departmant more or less depends on, and said, ’either you
people do it our way or screw you, we won’t do any work!"---SJS
drama major.
The arts in America are undergoing whirlwind changes; changes
often brought about by students. Are the arts departments on the
SJS campus moving in new directions or are students being stifled by
unyielding tradition?
This is the first of a series of articles examining this queston. In
this article a class of upper division drama students was given an

THE VISIT
THE ROSE TATTOO
... "I8-year-old modern play?"
... "bent into old style."
the plays we’ve done haven’t appealed to students. Nothing is relevant to students."
"Have we ever done anything here except ’Doggie in the Brig’ (ran
two nights this semester) that students can say ’this is ically far
out’?"
Each year the department presents two children’s plays, two
reader’s theatre shows, and four major plays (i.e., "Caesar and
Cleopatra"). Two plays are done by the students in a Rehearsal and
Performance class.
This year they did "Live Like Pigs" (about a London slum family)
and "Doggie in the Brig" ( three days in a Marine brig). Both were
radical departures from main-stage shows. According to the students
they were the "best damned things done all year."
"Students prefer working in Rehearsal and Performance plays.
It’s probably the one place in the the program where we have a little
flexibility."
Of the mainstage production season, considered conservative anti
safe, they had this to say:
"Caesar and Cleopatra""awful, awful."
"The Visit""they took a theatrical play that had a lot of interesting things and they did their damndest to bend it into the old
standard mainstage style."
"Rose Tattooit was listed by the department as ’A Modern
American Play.’ Well, we thought, we’re really going to do something
modern. How old is ’Rose Tattoo’? It’s 18 years old!"
What about student power. A student strike?
"If nobody auditioned what the hell could they do?"
What could be done with the power?
’Say we wanted to do the ’Bacchae’ (a Greek play) but we didn’t
want to do the standard Greek ’Bacchae.’ We’d do it with sonic electronic music, with a light show, and get it so the audience and
everybody was involved."
"The trouble with this department is it doesn’t have any guts.
Theater to be theater has to go out on a limb."

Ecology Speakers
The Environmental

Information Center is looking for speakers for the April 22 Teach -In.
Students or persons from the
community arc. invited to speak.
Interested speakers may contact
John Stanley in 11 100 or phone
294-6414, ext. 2160.

sis.

RAVE Offers Film Series
The Kinetic Art Films, a festiof animated and filmed movie
shorts sponsored by the Radical

val

Audio-Visual Experiment of SJS,
will present a preview showing of
the selected works from the entire series Tuesday, April 21, in
the Morris Dailey Auditorium at
4 p.m.
This series presents a collection of 26 international award

winning films, the creative product of 16 leading film makers
from the US., Europe, and
Japan.
Through animation, documentary, dramatic portrayal and experimental film techniques, the
series both comments on corntemporary social and political
issues, and presents unique experiments in visual art.

"FASCRIATING!"
Ne.sweek
The Christian
Science Monitor
New York Post
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We interrupt this paper to
suggest you take a break:
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See/Vrive de Sea
distinctive bridal sets from $100
rings may be purchased separately

BOB DITIEI
ilai LOOK BACK

at
HOWARD’S CRYST AL CREAMERY
7th & Santa Clara
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307 TOWN & COUNTRY
VILLAGE

USE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN

7:00 A.M.-I0:30 P.M.
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Moss Landing: Student ’Paradise’ Lack of Cornmum’cation Stopped
11

I IN11%.

local auxiliary, is dedicated to
purpose iif increasing participation of scientists and community. members.
Smallness, therefore, as a positive quality is not narrow. It is
an appreciation of people and
things nearby, whether or not
they have a great amount of
money or "influence."

the

That snialimss eao be a great
quality is illo,trated in Idle by
Aesop’s "Lion ;na tla Meuse"
and in reality by the state college’s marine science laboratories
at Moss Landing.
At Moss Landing Marine Laboratories, there are close relations between the school and the
small farming community: professors focus on students as individuals; and stuihmts have the
opportunity to werk on original
creative projects.
The facility, a small white stucco building with a couale of laboratories, classrooms. a study, a
lueoted
library and a workshiip.
on a strip of land between the
bayshore line and Elkhorn Slough
In northern Monterey County.
It was bought as a marine
science studies venter in 1966 for
five state colleges: San Jose, San
Francisco, Hayward, Fresno and
Sacramento State.
The state college marine science center is small in riiimparison to the two other ocean study
centers in California.
POSITIVELY SMALL
Although the state college center does not have as large a physical plant, nor as large monetary, endowments, this comparison does not have to be a negative one.
Dr. Burton Gordon. a professor
at Moss Landing, noted that
there are advantages other than
the pure academic ones the larger laboratories nut orally have.
There is a greater interaction
with people in the community.
Both scientists at the facility and
farmers in the community gain
from working together.
The larger labor .tories, Dr.
Gordon noted, tend to relate only
to large landowners or other big
corporations.
Friends of Moss Landing, a

BIG NEIGHBORS
Moss Landing, however, does
have two "big" neighbors, Pacific
Gas and Electric Co. and Kaiser
Refractories. There ig also interaction between the scientists of
these corporations and those at
the sehool.
Because the school is small,
students and professors naturally
have a closer, more informal relationship.
Field study, an integral part of
work at the laboratory, is another factor contributing to the informal atmosphere.
I once accompanied a class on
a trip some distance up the coast.
Part of the class rode in the prolessor’s car. He stopped along the
way at request, not questioning
the value of each personal errand. It was like a group of
friends driving to the beach.
The professor, a specialist with
certain things in mind, showed
the class certain items. They also
disc:weird things together, and
sometimes a student would have
information not known by the
others.
Field trip learning seemed to
be a sharing experience, with
each person reaching into his
special background to offer something new.
NEVER GO BACK
Students appreciate this Informality, or "smallness." Most
students said they could "never
go back" to their home campus
(one of the five supporting colleges).
Students can do graduate or

undergraduate work at Moss
Limiting, so not all the students
are permanent.
A common reaction of students
when they found I was accompanying their class as a reporter
was "Don’t make it sound too
good." They must have been picturing an onslaught of 1.000 students coming to their "paradise."
"The family of it" is what one
student said she liked best about
Moss Landing.
By this she meant the informal
nature of classes. hieing dinner
with professors and a less competitive feeling than she felt before. "Eseryone is here To learn
as much as possible." she said.
Other student:, howta,-r, "tilt
tley felt a great deal of competition, although it wiis different
than at other campuses.

FRIENDLY COMPETITION
One student labeled it "friendly
- where you get
competition"
great joy from acing your roommate by two points but you also

Bob Dunn Jr. has organized
10 SJS students for competition
in the 1970 California State
Wheelchair Cones. The games
will be held at Gunn High School,
Palo Alto, in the weekend of
May 15.
Dunn, a senior business major,
said that the wheelchair team is
rehabilitational rather than an
athletic activity.
"The emphasis is on the rehabilitational and recreational aspects of wheelchair activities.
These games help develop better
attitudes toward one’s disabilities," said Dunn.
The games will include everything from the 200-yard dash
through billiards. Among the 20
events scheduled are track 140,
60, 100, 200-yard dashes); field
(javelin, discus, and shot put);
swimming (backstritike, breast

stroke and free style); table
tennis; bowling, weight lifting;
archery; billiards; darts; and
basketball.
Dunn said participants can
enter any number of events.
Dunn entered ten events in last
year’s games, winning eight first
places and two second places.
"I’m not a poor helpless cripple," Dunn said, and his achievements prove it. A member of the
1968 U.S. Wheelchair Olympic
Team, Dunn flew to Israel where
he entered four events. He won a
gold medal in table tennis and
two bronze medals in swimming
and slalom (obstacle course race).
Dunn has also broken three
national records in discus, bowling and the back stroke.
Campus interest in wheelchair
games is growing since last year.
Only two SJS students participated in the state games then.
"Sparta Wheels" numbers eight
men and two women. Francine
Geary, Diane Favor, Bod Dunn,
Andy McDonald, Bob Millis, Bill

’Help With Spiritual Life’
Goal o/ Christian Paper
"We are not trying to get
people into church," explained
Mrs. Mildred Kerr, spokesman
for the Fishermen, a college
group from the Gospel Temple,
95 S. 20th St., "we want to help
people with their own spiritual
life."
The Fishermen publish a biweekly Christian newspaper, The
Hallelujah Times, which they
distribute weekly to SJS students. The group passes out a
limited number of these papers
each Wednesday from 11:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. on Seventh Street

"Our purpose is to tell how
God can be real. We are involved
with God rather than institutional
religion." said Mrs. Kerr, a former. SJS student.
Any question regarding God or
religion can be submitted at the
literature tables on Seventh
Street. "If the question Is of
general interest, it will be answered in the Times," said Mrs.
Kerr. She also explained that
students should feel free to talk
to those members of the group
who are distributing the literature.

Original work is encouraged,
according to students. There are
advisors from the home campus
as well as help at the facility, but
students noted it wasn’t restrictive. The amount of advisement,
students noted, often varies with
the hume campus.
Some students said they believed people at Mess Landing
were more dedicated to their
studies.
There are always po4sibilities
of expansion at a marine life
studies c; nter which serves five
lara) mother campuses. Some,
including students and professors,
w., Iii wolconic this expansion.
It trivet’, many are Slly:11r that
Landing is a fantastic place
oise of Its size.

SJS Campus Evidently
Is Not ’for the Birds’
By SUE RAPP
Special to the Daily
Are the swallows going to return to the San Jose State campus this year? And if they do
return, will they be allowed to
nest on campus or will they be
told to make their homes elsewhere? These are the searching
questions being asked by many
segments of the college communi-

ty.
John Hansen, spokesman for
Survival Faire has charged the
San Jose State building and
grounds department with knock

Wheelchair Athletes Compete
"It’s not what you can’t do but
what you dm do that counts."
comments the founder and team
captain of "Sparta Wheels,"
SJS’ first wheelchair sports team.

help each other’
Whether students see it as a
competitiie place or not, they
all seem to agree that there is a
great deal of cooperation between
the students as well as in student -professor relationships.

Carter, Bob Sifuentes Bill FurkILSOn, Bob Metts, and Jack Walterbeek are the team members.
Dunn encourages student support for his team at the three-day
Palo Alto games, and added that
the team is still open to interested students.
Various sports clinics have
been set up and four coaches
will be chosen this week, concluded Dunn.

ing down swallow nests. Survival
Fain, Inis issued a plea to Byron
Bollinger, huiliting and grounds
director, to leave the nests alone.
Bollinger has said that he will
indeed instruct his men to knock
down swallow nests if they see
them accumulating. The reasons
for these instructions, he states
are purely aesthetic.
The swallows tend to build
their nests on the eaves of buildings over frequently used walkways. The r. ’1’ it that certain
, -.Y. In fact, the
areas get va eat SO thick
swallow r
or the doorway
(for s:,
s office in Tower
.’
to the
Hall ,’od .1 is actually dangerous to eole in the vicinity.
Take te irt, however, the InterFraternity Ccuncil has come
through with guaranteed protection. They are offering an insurance policy for a minimal fee
(free), It is a "bird sh-- insurance" IBS!) policy.
If, while taking your life into
your own bonds by walking
around campus, you are unmercifully pelted hs on- of our feathered friends, you may take your
person alum; with your policy
over to one of the local frat
houses and get your hair washed.

VS Art Student’s Car Project
By RENt.i. it
k.ic
Daily Staff Writer
Junior Judy (’larks art project
is incomplete due to the lack of
communication between parking,
security, buildings and grounds,
and the scheduling of Seventh
Street events, according to Steve
Lieurance, chairman of the College Union Board of Governors,
and Earnest Quinton, in charge
of campus security.
Her art project consisted of
covering a VW, parked on Seventh Street, with students Own
Bargains SOB,) flyers, taking
pictures of the blanketed VW and
getting students’ reactions. She
worked on the project for six
and a half hours last week, only
to have the flyers removed and a
citation issued.
Byron Bollinger, head of Buildings and Grounds, told Miss Clark
that the project must be cleared
through Ron Barrett, College
Union
director.
Miss
Clark
cleared the project through Barret. He told her it was normal
to get a written notice, but since
the project had to be finished
next morning, this was impossible, she said.
FLYERS TORN OFF
After returning from a 20 minute coffee break, Miss Clark discovered that the flyers had been
torn dawn and a citation issued.
"The car was doing no harm
anyone; in fact, many people got
a big kick out of it," she said
She added that if they wanted
to give her a citation, it would
have been contended, but the
work put into the flyers was
not considered when they were
torn down. She taped the flyers

’Soul Food Feed’
Offered on Sunday
In an effort to raise funds for
their short-of-money program,
the Black EOP students are sponsoring a "Soul Food Feed" at
the "Soul Shack," 417 S. First,
every Sunday.
This Sunday it’s an all-youcan-eat -for-81.50 spaghetti feed,
salad and french bread included.
Soft drinks are five cents with
food, draft beer is available, and
for any individuals born between
April 13 and 19, there is a birthday cake.

Writer Wins Award

High Fly-In Scheduled
Fly the friendly skies of Flying 20 on Saturday and Sunday
for mere baggage fare.
For two cents a pound a person can scope out Santa Clara
Valley in one of fourteen different aircrafts supplied by the club.
For those who desire a real
change of pace, helicopter rides
will be given for five cents a
pound.
Clipping along at 2000 ft., the
fly guys from the club guarantee
at least a 20 minute excursion.
Flying 20 expects as good a
turnout as last year when they
gave rides to over 1,000 people.
Over 6,000 toured the Aeronautics Dept.
The. open house will be repeated this year from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. with more airplanes and a
wider variety of displays.
Over $1 million worth of aircraft will be on display, including an operating jet engine, a B25, a Lockheed Q-Star reconnaissance plane, and several experimentals, gliders and vintage
biplanes.
One of the biplanes, a 1930
Stearman, will be airborne on
Sunday for a short flight.
The purpose of the airlift is to
raise money to fund the SJS Air
Meet team. The team will travel

to the National Intercollegiate
Meet in May, where they are current champions in addition to
winning the championship three
out of the last four years of
competition.
The Aeronautics Dept. is located on Coleman Ave., next to
Municipal Airport. The two-day
event will be open both days
lean ii a.m. to 5 p.m

Susan Gale, senior journalism
major, was awarded 8100 for an
article appearing in this paper
last spring.
The award was presented to
Miss Gale at the 21st annual
McQuade Award Dinner, held at
the San Francisco Press Club,
Miss Gale’s article, for best college entry, dealt with the work
of VISTA volunteers with alchoholies in San Jose.
The dinner was sponsored by
the Association of Catholic Newsmen.

ti, each other, ah iii ciatipietel,N
blanketed the car.
Aceording to Quinton, he will
ask for dismissal of the citation
on the grounds that it was due
to a lack of communication. He
said if the district attorney will
accept the request, the citation
will be dismissed.
Quinton stated that the art
project was a reasonable request
and that if he had been notified,
he would have cooperated. "It
does appear someone should have
cheekral with me." he said.
ORDERED

BY SECURITY

It is against college PolHes
to have any unauthorized vehicle
parked on Seventh Street. "I
must he nidfied if a project such
as this is cleared, but there was
a definite lack of communication," said Quinton.
The security chief said that a
futile effort was made to contact
the owner of the car, and a check
with Bill Allison head of parking, and Bollinger found they
knew nothing of the art project; .
therefore, a security officer was
told to go ahead and cite the car.
According to Lieurance, after
a campus security man issued the
citation, he ordered a grounds
man to remove the flyers. Responding to this Quinton said,
"I certainly don’t believe security

to remove the
flyers and he certainly shouldn’t
have"
"Nobody knows who is scheduling what," according to Lieurance, commenting about the lack
of communication.
Two things will be attempted
as a result of this misunderstanding, stated Litamince First, to
get the citation stopped. There
is no reason It should have been
issued, he declared. Also, an
attempt will be made to find out
who is resiArnsita for the displays t,n Seventh Street not Mtnneeted w:th the booths.
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Student Body Card at
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ti -J win over Santa Clara. Wednesday itn the Spartan courts.
Number one singles man Chuck
Id SJS to win number 10
Vait
on the season with a 6-0. 6-1 viethe Broncos’ Terry El -

By BILL eilLBEKT
Daily Sports Writer
The finest dual meet field in
SJS track history takes place at
Spartan Track tomorrow in what
will be coach Bud Winter’s last
dual meet as head SJS track
coach.
Providing most of the talent
will be the Southern California
Striders, national AAU track
champions every year since 1957,
with the exception of 1962. They
will give Winter’s SJS squad, last
year’s
NCAA
champion,
its
toughest test of the year. Also
adding to the competition will
be key members of the Athens
Track Club from Oakland.
Field events are scheduled to
go at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow and
running events at 1:45,
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OLYMPIANS COMPETE
Six former Olympians, and possibly seven, are competing tomorrow. They include pole vaulters
Bob Seatmen and John Permel,
intermediate hurdlers Geoff
Vanderstock and Ron Whitney,
discus thrower Gary Carlsen and
high jumper Joe Faust. In addition. Bill Toomey, 1968 decathalon
gold medalist and world record
holder, is a possible competitor.
He will be retiring soon.
Nearly every event will feature
world class competition, but the
highlight of the meet is the pole
vault, where five vaulters will be
attempting to scale the 18-foot
mark. Included in the field is
world record holder Pelmet (1710’e 1, Olympic gold medalist
Seagren, (17-9), former UCLA
standout Dick Railsback 1)7former SJS vaulter Jeff
(17-4), now with the
Char
Athens ( lub, and Spartan Sam
Caruthc.. (17-14t.
The 120 yard high hurdles
could he won by any of the seven
entrants. Representing the Striders are Gary Power (13.5),
Tommy Lee White (13.5), Paul
Kerry (13.7), while SJS will
have George Carty (13.5) and
Caruthers (13.9). Athens also has
two outstanding entries with Pat
Pomphrey
(13.4)
and
Larry
Livers (13.7).
PROBABLE LOSS?
The Spartans will probably lose
valuable punts in the 440 intermediate hurdles with Vanderstock and Whitney the likely win-
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WORK CUT OUT

eatairrmer,

Neville Myton. a former Olympian from Jamaica, will have his
work cut out in the 880, where his
chief competition is Bob Martin
of Athens. Myton has a life best
of 1:47.2 for 800 meters and
ran a 1:48.5 880 last year. Martin,
formerly of Washington State,
clocked a 1:48.4 last season. The
Striders will also have two fine
half-milers in Harris Williams
(1:50.1) and Gregg Peart (1:50.0).
The Striders will also have an
outstanding mile relay team composed of Dave Adkins, Whitney,
Elbel and Van Hofavegen, which
should win easily.
Marion Anderson (26-21) of
SJS will face stiff competition in
the long jump against Phil Shinnick who has an unofficial Jump
of 27-4, and Darrell Horn, who
has jumped over 26 feet.
The high jump features four
seven-footers. Jumping for the
Striders are Otis Burrell (7-2’.1)
and Lew Hoyt (7-1), and for
Athens, Dragan Andjelkovic (701, Yugoslavian national champion. A late entry is Joe Faust
for the Striders, former Olympic
high jumper who is trying to
make a comeback.

SJS’

first

place

baseballers

their

departed

goal,
this

morning for an important threegame set against PCAA leagueleader Cal

State

Los

Angeles

down south.
The Spartans, 2-1 in league
play and 19-10 overall, currently
are tied with Long Beach State
for second place after the first
weekend of conference activity.
Cal State Los Angeles boasts a
25-9-1 record and is 3-0 in PCAA
action,
SJS scored 4-3 and 4-2 wins
over highly regarded Fresno
State, and dropped a 3-2 decision
to the Bulldogs while Los Angeles
State was sweeping E C Santa
!-1 last
Barbara, 3-2, 4-3
weekend.
SJS’ only activity since that
time saw the Spartans drop a

14-10 debacle to University of
San Francisco after SJS’ 10-0
lead vanished.
Such ineonsisteney has plagued
SJS throughout the campaign
and has been the cause of some
sleepless nights for coach Gene
Menges.
The Spartan pitching crew of
Jay Eike, Mike Rusk. Al Withal.
Gary Houston and Bob Grover
hasn’t been able to maintain its
early season form, although Eike,
Withal and Rusk all responded
with complete games last week
against Fresno.
Timely hitting. hitting in general, has also lacked for SJS.
However, the Spartans are not a
power-ladden, hitting team and
they have resigned themselves to
the fact they must claw and
scratch for the runs however possible.
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ners. Vanderstock set a svaid
record of 48.8 in the 400 meter
intermediates in the Olympic
trials, which has been beaten
since, and Whitney has a 49.1 at
400 meters. SJS’ only hope is
junior Len Gaskill, who has a
52.2 best in the 440 III
The Spartans have their best
chance of scoring heavily in the
sprints. Kirk Clayton, who has
clocked at 9.3 100 this year a 1
has been beaten only by John
Carlos, will meet former USC
sprint star Fred Kuller, who has
a life best of 9.3. Clayton will
also be doubling back in the 220,
again meeting Kuller. Also entered is former SJS trackster
Sam Davis 19.41, who will be
running for Athens.
The 440 yard dash also has a
star studded field with former
UCLA runner Len Van Hofwegen
(45.8), Jay Elbel (46.41, and Jim
Ward (46.81, formerly of Stanford, running for the Striders.
Elmo Dees( who has run a 46.6
relay leg this year, may have to
run his best to place for the
Spartans.

* ** * * *
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A visit to Bohannon’s means exquisitely prepared
cuisine that is graciously served. Make reservations now
for an evening of dining elegance.

1401 South First
at Alma

For resenations
Phone 292-1266
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Slowpitch softball begins Monday with the 15 teams divided
into a seven team Monday-Wednesday league and an eight team
Tuesday-Thursday league.
In in I -pendent fast pitch action, which started Wednesday,
Da Fuzz outscored Zig Zags in
the day’s top game, 12-11.
A homer by John Bogie paced
Markham to a 11-5 win over the
Farm. Ken Patton hornered for
the losers.
The Jocks picked up an easy
13-2 victory over Ncsotrees while
Moulder scored a forfeit win over
Wolfpack.

a

Da Fuzz, the Zig Zags take on
Charlatans,

Wolfpack
duels
Southside end Tile Farm lake on
the Jocks.

WHAT DO YOU
SAY TO A
NAKED HORSE?

COYOTE CREEK
STABLES
Phone
227-6291

adiamemaeSeeeleaseahalaanliallikallieneennees

grimes shov:,-1
Red
Hon-le seorin;; six times in the
sixth inning to def at Southside,
9-3 and Hoop MI? ,811.;ed out
4-2 win ever Moose.
No games are scheduled today,
but a fall slate will be Played on
Monday.
In independent fast pitch play.
Iron Pepper.: most Markham, Red
Horde plays Moose, Nosotros
plays Hoop Club, Moulder meets

675 Tennant Pd.
San Jose
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SJS Reaches for Sky With Future Plans
By ELLEN BEVIEtt
Daily Feature Writer
Wherever stairs and elevators
can go, SJS can follow. College
building projects in the ’70s will
feature high-rise developments.
Tower Hall has been replaced
by a chunk of asphalt on Seventh Street as the geographic
center of the campus. However,
present college boundaries are
only one block wider and four
blocks longer than the original
1870 campus area.
A graduate of the 1872 Normal School (later to become SJS
would not be lost if looking for
the new Ninth Street College
Union. He might be amazed to
discover that three times as
many students attend SJS than
lived in the entire city of San
Jose in 1872.
Today, crowded with 23,397
students (as opposed to 164 in
1871), and facing the problems
of an urban campus, SJS is drawing on one of the natural rethe
sources available to a city
sky.

!tare’s "1872 Guide to San
Jose" described the then recently
completed Normal School building as "spacious enough to accommodate all the pupils of the
state fn’ a century to come." It
is unfortunate, then, that the
building burned dossds in 18130.
HIGHRISE BUILDINGS
In time tor the one hundredth
anniversary of that fire, "highrise buildings dispersed throughout the college area will give
relief from the low, blocky buildings built during the early period
of rapid expansion of the college," commented Dean Burton.
The theme building of the college master plan is an 18-story
central library. The library will
be situated on Seventh .Street
where the Home Economics building now stands, according to
Dean Burton.
The east side of the campus
will be dominated by two tenstory buildings, both located on
lath Street. A social science
building, which may be higher

than 10 stories. will 1*- built
north of San Antonio. and a
business office tower with a fourstory classroom wing will be
located south of San Antonio.
H-stumed Duncan Hall, now
half complete, houses science
classrooms and labs. The building
stands seven stories high, including a penthouse and meteorological facilities, according to Dean
Burton.
Once the entire science complex is complete, the old natural
science building on Fourth Street
will be torn down to open the
campus to the San Jose downtown area and link it with a
multi -million dollar commercial
development aimed at the college
community.
The property between San Fernando and San Carlos is part of
the San Antonio Plaza Urban
Development Project. SCOPE
Corporation plans to develop a
shopping center with shops of
the type found in suburban centers with an additional 11,000-12.000 space parking garage

%%111111 the. SI it,.
fin use
by SJS students, according to
Dean Burton.

MORE DOE SING
Towering above the complex
will he a 20-strio residence hall
and a 20-stur apartment building. The complex will also include
120 townhouses.
The project will bet linked to
the campus by a pedestrian bridge
across Fourth Street. Burton said
that the college would also like
to persuade the city to close off
Ninth Street and permit Its
conversion into a mall.
After a game of musical buildings, the Fourth Street Library
will have 1*en converted to admissions offices, classrooms, and
an educational ’IT center. Home
Economics will have moved to
the p re sen t Administration
Building. Centennial hell will
become the psychology department, and the old bookstore will
be a computer center.
Dean Burton said that one of
higt
iirehlciris of an urban

campus is finding adequate recreation areas for students Although not under consideration
for construction in the ’70s, the
master plan calls for conversion
of the Men’s Gym to an indoor
swimming pool and construction
of a new gym at Seventh and
San Carlos.
l’he plan also shows three new
classroom buildings and a new
heating and cooling plant to replace the old one, which will in
turn be torn down to make way
for the new library.
In addition to the north parking lot now under construction,
the colkaie is studying the possibilities of two underground garages in addition to another
small parking garage.
Construction has periodically
been a part of the campus life
since the California Normal
School was located in San Jose
100 years ago. Will we eventually
be able to echo Mr. Hares contention that SJS can "accomodate all the pupils of the state
for a century to come"?
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Computerized
Campus First:
Two Coeds!
By SANDY ROOKAIRD
Daily Staff Writer
Talk about a split personality
Chris Leslie, a public relations
major is not one, but two, junior
co-eds this year.
It all began the fall semester
when there were two Chris Leslies enrolled in four of Chris Leslie’s classes (confusing already
isn’t it?) and only one body answering to the name. The tangible Chris Leslie reported the
phenomenon to the Registrar’s
Office where she was informed
that there was "no problem" and
that everything would be taken
care of. She thought no more
about it until January, when she
two
received you guessed it
report caids.
The problem apparently originated with computer registration. Chris thinks someone must
have punched her old student
body number instead of her social
security number on the computer
IBM cards. Since her name and
real social security number didn’t
match with the name and social
security number the computer
manufactured and registered for
classes, Chris never received her
class schedule. She went through
late registration thusly duplicating the process and creating her
double identity.
Fortunately for Chris no one
has demanded that she pay her
fees twice , . . yet.
But the story isn’t over. After
receiving the two grade cards,
Chris marched herself back down
to the registrar’s office where It
was discovered, to the amazement of people there, that duplicate sets of records were on file
for Chris. She was assured, however, that there was "no problem."
Chris is skeptical she says. In
fact she’s anticipating a minor
crisis when she is mistakenly
awarded two bachelor of arts degrees at graduation ceremonies.

Deadline Today
For Fellowships
Today is the deadline for submitting proposals for a Faculty
Research Grant or Student Research Fellowship. All proposals
must be submitted to the Center
for Research and Advanced Studies, Adm. 147, by 5 p.m. Awards
of up to $400 will be granted.
Application forms and instructions for submission are currently
available in the Center for Research and Advanced Studies office.

Returnable Bottle Fee
For EOP Contribution

Deily photos by Rich Hessel
TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONEChris Leslie, junior public
relations major, has the dubious honor of being on SJS official
records as two people, both possessing the same name. She has
duplicate sets of transcripts on file, has been registered twice
for her classes and even received two report cards last semester.
The second "Chris Leslie" was apparently the creation of a
renegade computer.

BSU Proposes
Brunch Program
A breakfast and lunch program
for children on the East Side
is being planned by SJS and
SJCC Black Student Unions.
The proposed program, for children from four to 13 years old,
will be instituted on Saturdays,
and expanded according to material response.
The main obstacle, according to
BSU spokesman, Michael Torrence, has been finding a suitable
location to serve the meals.
"We don’t want to use any of
the schools," said Torrence, "We
get into too many hassels."
Last summer the BSU ran a
week long East Side program at
St. Mark’s Center, Arbuckle Elementary School, and Our Lady
of Guadalupe Church.
"The first day we fed 45 kids,"
said Torrence," and the next day
we had 125, Black, Chicano and
White. . ."
The BSU does not deny that
its aims are partially political.

ern
cgirloin

10% OFF
Parts and Labor
with ASB card
You bring it in and
we’ll fix it
overhaul
lube
brakes

FOLK ENTERTAINMENT
NIGIITLY IN TIIE BAR
The Finest in Eastern Angus Beef,
Broiled Australian Lobster,
and Gourmet Salad Bar

Free Body Estimates
Star Motor
Imports
376 S. Market
286-6600

"We want an education for our
people that teaches us how to
survive in our community," continued Torrence.
"The Black Panthers are feeding hungry kids because they I
think it is a good idea and thel
BSU is doing the same thing because it is a good idea," said onel
girl regarding the similiarity between this program and the
Black Panthers’ Program in Oakland and San Francisco.
The program depends on donations. Last summer material
came from the community and
the businesses.
"The Pink Elephant stores
were the only ones that donated
food to us on a weekly basis,"
said Torrence, "The big meat
eompanies around here refused
us right out."
College support is expected for
the program in the form of revenues that the BSU is trying to
raise.

Dinner: Sunday through Thursday 6-11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 6-12 p.m.
Bar Open Until 2 a.m.

Latest in Survival Faire’s campaign to get returnable bottle
soft drink machines back on the
SJS campus is a proposal that
proceeds from the return on bottles be contributed to EOP, Pete
Ellis, the Survival Faire student
coordinator announced yesterday.
"We estimate that about $230
a week can be collected for
POP," Ellis said.
Two programs can be implemented Ellis said. Students can
either pay 15 cents and get a 10
ounce bottle or pay 20 cents end
get a 12 ounce bottle. The deposit
on the bottle is included in the
purchase price, he said.
He emphasized that any student who purchased a bottled
soft drink would still have the
priority of returning his own
bottle for the refund money.
Glen Toney, director of Blank
EOP, expressed whole-hearted
approval of the plan. "We would
definitely go for that," he said
in a telephone interview yesterday.
Humberto Garza, director of
Brown POP said he endorsed the
proposal.
The drive to remove can soft
drink machines from SJS campus
is part of the total program

planned for Earth Day, April 22,
John Hansen, Earth Day coordinator said.
Other programs which will affect EOP are campaigns for open
admissions and no tuition at SJS.
Hansen reiterated that the focus of Survival Faire’s drive for
returnable bottles is on recycling.
"Removing can soft drink machines from campus is really only
a gesture, but it is an effective
Immediate step toward ecological sanity."

Spring Clowning?

N. Santa Cruz Ave.. Los Gatos, Phone 354-3350
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TOPCON AUTO 10Z

Special Discounts
to S.J.S. Students
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Lens Interchangeability
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2.8 lens
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Fine Diamonds
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gonna do.
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Largest Darkroom Dept. in

But before we do, you’ll have to come into our

Northern California

place and browse around. No one is going to

OPEN 7 BAYS A WEEK

hassle you. We’re cool. Just come in for your
art, engineering or drafting supplies,

S

any of them. And then if you don’t see what

ILFORD Aik
/Itt

SIMMON
Chnrila

you want we’ll get it for you. And then,
because you’re a student, when you get to the

S

check stand you’ll get a discount.
.1N

That’s what we’re gonna do!

AA MICHAEL’S

Artist’s and Engineering Suppites.hC.
107 E. San Fernando St.
San Jose, Calif. 95112

(408) 286410111
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Friday, April 17, 1970

Class Enrollment

Spartaguide
TODAY

ter. 292 S. Ninth St. Party with
music, dancing, and refreshments.
All students invited.

Spartacamp registration, 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m., Sesta:tit Street. Only
275 tickets available at $12.50
each. ,Meals, transportation and
lodging included to the Santa
Cruz mountain camp, May 1. 2,
and 3.
Zero Population Growth (ZPG)
12:30 p.m.. C.U. Umunhum Room.
Abortion initiatise, block party,
and newsletter to be discussed.
Filipino-American Students Asroelation (C.1isA), 2 to 5 p.m.,
C.U. Lorna Pr:oti Room. Roman
Gabriel, Los Angeles Rams quarterback, will speak.
Organization of Latin-American Students, 3:30 p.m., C.C.
Mor.t:ilvo Room.
Friday Flicks, 7 and 10 p.m..
Morris Dailey. "Mlle." Admission 50 vents.
FAC: Seminar on Buddhism,
7:30 p.m., 1098 Chapman Ave.,
San RAP. Bishop Nimo Syaku
will rap on the history of Zen
development. For more information, call 296-1298.
Council of Players. 8 p.m.. Jonah’s Wail, 10th and San Carlos
Sts. "Near in and down loose"
review.
Intcreuttoral st.-ering C lllll mittcc,

3

SATURDAY
Fencing Team, 9 a.m., Women’s
Gym. Northern California men’s
and women’s team championships
to be played here. Continuing all
day, awards will be given at 8
p.m.
Hiliel Foundation. 10 a.m. to
5 p.m., Jewish Students Center,
47 S. Fifth St. Work party to
clean the Center for Passover
Seder. All help appreciated.
Moulder Hall Residence, 6, 8,
and 10:30 p.m., JC 141. -The Boston Strangler" with Tony Curtis,
Henry Fonda. and George Kennedy. Fifty cents donation.
Filipino-Anwriesut Students Association (FAsA), 7:30 to 10 pm.,
Morris Dailey. Philippine culture
program with fashions and native
dances.
Dance, 10 p.m. to 1 a.m., CU.
LOMII Prieta Room. The Intrigues
to play. Donation as admission.
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
Flying 20s, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
SJS Aeronautics Dept., SJ Airport. Free aero dept. open house
with over a million dollars’ worth
of aircraft on display. Two cents
a pound Lirplane rides.

..eret

’ XEROX
Copies

,

SISNe-nDAYr on Me
tag, 9:45 a.m.,
The New Wineskin. "Should We
Pray for Our Political Leaders?"
Sunday Forum, 6:40 p.m., The

ks

Free Collating
Legal. 3 hole punclie,N
paper

7 colors

10,

Copy Service

If you can gat bhind the best
in local li ye entertainment 6
nights a week and you can af.
ford a 50c cover charge and you
are over 21 corne to the . . .

1),

Corner of First and

484 E San Carlos St.
San Jose - 237-7550

Purple Earthquake .

.

Fri. and Sat.

lirS..’W..,./.".."Itelttlelekr4TotirnwrreWirt144.4.10:14.4.1.0

You’re missing a great meal
until you try
Red Barn’s combination of a

BIG BARNEY
French Fries and
Coke, t’ Orange, or Root Beer

New Wineskin. "Is Nonviolence
a Viable Process for Social
Change?" with Dr. M. J. Sanderson, and student panel.
MONDAY
OcenpatIonal Therapy Club, All
Day, HB 301. Election of officers
held in hall outside of HE 301.
A.C. Housing Committee, 3:30,
p.m., C.U. Diablo Room, This
committee’s
subcommittee
on
Student opinion to meet.
Eat’: Seminar on Violence and
Nonviolence, 7 p.m., Jonah’s Wail
"Life Styles for A Violent and
Nonviolent Society" will be discussed.
TUESDAY
Campus Ambassadors, 7 p.m.,
C.U. Costanoan Rixim. Cost:loam
Vision tickets available from
members. Christian Folk group.
CONTINUOUS
ExC: Yogis and Meditation,
7:30 p.m., 70 Hawthorne Way,
San Jose. Yogiraj Evagelos Alexandrou to speak. For more information call 286-5487. Monday
through Saturday through May 9.
Friends Outside, 712 Elm St.,
295-6033 or 300 S. 10th St. Volunteers desperately needed as Big
Brothers and Sisters as well as
special tutors.

Rep. Tunney
Will Lecture
Tunney,
Congressman
John
who is seeking the Democratic
nomination for U.S. Senator, will
appear at the Forum 24 Town
Hall meeting sponsored by Assemblyman John Vaseoncellos
Thursday, April 30, at 8:15 p.m.,
at De Anza College. The event
will be held in the Forum #1
Assemblyman Vasconcelios announced that Rep. Tunney of Riverside will speak on the tight
money plight of Valley builders,
further American military invol- I
cement in Southeast Asia and
other issues of current concern.
The meeting is open to the public, and those attending will be
able to ask questions.
Vasconcellos has been holding
the Town Hall meetings throughout his 24th Assembly District
since 1968 and occasionally schedules guest speakers such as Tunney. Another Democratic candidate for U.S. Senator, Representative George Brown of Los Angeles, appeared at an earlier
Forum 24. Senator George Murphy has also been invited to take
part in a Forum 24 session.

Geologists
To Convene

64
with this
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ad

Expires April 20
Regular 90.;
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The SJS Geology Department
will host this year’s National Association of Geology Teachers,
Far Western section meeting this
weekend.
Some 150 geology teachers and
professional geologists from California are expected to attend the
event. Field trips, a symposium
panel discussion, and a banquet
with guest speakers will highlight the weekend schedule.
The symposium will be held tomorrow from 2 to 4:30 p.m. in
JC 141. Further information may
be received from Scott Creely in
DH 321, or by calling ext. 2828.

Secondary Teaching Credential
candidates who intend to enroll
the
in Education 172-3-4
"block") in Fall, 1970, should
corm to the Secondary Education
Office, Ed. 4(4, to complete preliminary enrollment survey forms
on April 23 and 24.

* KEG BEER
AT
Will II
Pli I) 1.5

According to Curt Stafford,
chairman of Secondary Education Department, these forms
were mailed last week to applicants for graduate school, but
continuing graduate students
would not have a way of knowing about this.

come to Bob Himsl Volkswagen
to the right dealership. We
are in touch with your needs.
You won’t get any run-around at our dealership.
We’re here to help you with Sales, Service, Leasing, Parts or just answering questions.
And when you

you’ll find you came

Come in and take

a look. We think you’ll like

what you see.

And

also what

you don’t see.

University of California
Santa Cruz
Living - learning language
programs for beginning and
Intermediate students.
Intensive nine week sessions
at Merrill College, UCSC.
15 units University credit.

for further Information write:
lir .0.i/fa
AIME’

Ben T. Clark,
Summer Language Institute
UC Santa Crum, Ca, NON

Open 6 a.m. - 1 a.m

outer of 10th & E. NN
l airi; )+(

"
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
share a mod..
Jackets, Comb+. FEMALE ROOMMATE
May rnove
:so 1.
. Navy Pea Con..
293-3665.
2i59
266
:Jes
Furs Leather Vest re-d
z.,.e I
Hats. Fur Cacti, London Bobbie Cape ATTENTION GIRLS! Roommate needed
Irg. 3 bdrrn, 2 be. home w/3
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat:
3rd Hand Store, 375 E. Madding be- girls - uppe. div. 10 min from cam& 9th St. 293-4651.
pus $57.75/mo._227-7328.
SPEAKERS,
r
294K.L41:11
Price: 1110. Call
Houses available. Will accommodate groups of 4. 6. end 7. Inquire at
FOLK GUITAR, ARIA w/case sacrifice 406 So. I I th.
.
1 OR 2 MALE ROOMMATES for sumFOR SALE - lace Wedding Dress - mer and fall to share I or 2 bdrrn. apt.
worn - size 11.12, must be Upper div. or grad pref. Rent 160/mo.
.
Y.
,..der. 295-4464 except Wed.- total. Cal:_ Dennis: _ 286.0894.
1. 3
OR GRAD. Female needed to share
cne bedroom furnished apt. for the
GREAT BOOKS WESTERN WORLD.
Worth $500 - Sell $225. Free 10 Vol. Fall. Call 2987827.
Abe Linc. by Sandburg. 469 E. San PRIVATE ROOM
Kit, Priv. Men Sr.
s
s 295.3531.
or Grad. Student only. $45/rno. 643 S.
VW REAR WHEEL COMPENSATOR. 6th St.
.
. Excel, transp. idea for dune
CUTE 1 BDRM. DUPLEX 3 blks, to cam, . No skid plate mod. $9.95 + tax.
es only $105/mo. 298pus, married
iwo..iry invited.
i
4900.
A COUPLE OF GUITARS -A clasp- LARGE 3 BDRM. HOUSE close to cam ; .a fine Stella
’, ;
$20’;
Ca:I 353-2270.
L
49(I,.
DID YOU KNOW there is a strop celled ROOMS WITH KITCHEN PRIVILEGES.
L ISCOUNT FASHIONS in Newly remode’ed. 4 blocks irom SJS.
Lear
Los C., , where you can buy new and Summer rates. $45,’mo. Ava:l. Juno 4.
used ’ ngh quality- clothes for women Call 287.3125 or 293-9390.
and children at low, low prices? (sizes
3 to 241/2). We have Magnin’s, Lanz.
LOST AND FOUND. 161 .
Jantzen. Catalinas, Bobbie Brooks, Italian
knits, Etc., Etc. - For 1/4 of the original
FOUND BY LIBRARY. ReRULE
SLIDE
price. 720 University Ave., Los Gatos
(between Blossom Hill Rd. end Lark turned upon identification and payment
Hall 206A.
Tower
ad.
for
Ave. Open 10 a.m.-7 p.m. daily & SunLOST - Ger. Shorthair pup, 3 mon.
day. 356 4839 or 356-6314,
NEW SPANISH 12 STRING GUITAR 13-own & white. Lost around college area.
and case by J. Ram.ez. $175.00 or make Please phone 287-6761 if found.
ifnn CsIl 296 51 IS.
PERSONALS (71
U.S

ANNOUNCEMENTS II)
YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7:309:30 eye. 7U Haw:horne Way, S.J. 2865487. Sri E. Alexandrou.
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs
students and licensed pilots. Four air.
,raft. low membership fees & monthly
dues. Cert, flight instructors avail. 7226 I 6C
ATFIE Fr .1,;1 April 17, Morris Dailey. 7
ard
SOc.
LOVING YOUR ANIMAL FRIENDS does
EXPLORE EUROPE with your group of
..’v a fully.equipped Ford Land
r as low as $5 a day. Contact
.
’.,._or Jeff_2137-14,S
;
ENCOUNTER EUROPE: INTERESTED-.
43 gay pleasure oriented 7
European Tour including a cruise to
Athens all for $1095? Call Bob Wor-ds
371.3773 aft. 5:30 p.m. Hurry, oni.
few open’nos left.

REPAIR, Now, Rebuilt or Used
Parts. Save $ on Labor & Parts, I will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, SJ, 292-3768.
TR-4, ’64, Fantastic cond., blue int, and
ext., recently overhauled. $1195. Call
296-0661.
1960 VOLKSWAGEN. Runs. $200. 1962
RAMBLER, needs work. 575. Call 295.
9412 anytime.
’62 PORSCHE COUP. Excel, cond. thru
out. Must sell immediately. All reasonable offers considered. Call 287.7445.
’66 SIMCA 1000. 4.Dr, good cond., 33
m.p.g. must sell $650 or BEST OFFER.
295.9898 or 289-9669.
TRADE ’66 A.H. SPRITE in good condition for ’60-66 Ford, Chevy, or Dodge
Van. Contact Russ, 3I81 375 S. 9th West
Hall, 287-3481.
’68 VW FASTBACK with fuel injection,
AM -FM radio WW tires, top condition
only 17,000 mi. Call 293-3431 eves.
RAMS. ’64, Classic 770, V11, 2 dr. P.S..
R&H, good white walls, 1 owner, motor
overhauled. Offer 266-9553,
GOOD FIAT Sta. Wgn., 4 speed,
$650 (below blue book) 293-4694 anytime or 593-8868 evenings.
1961 PORSCHE Super Coupe. Recent
complete engine overhaul. Paint, uphol.
stery in great shape. 377-8525 after 5.
’69 MGA Rdstr. New sow’s, top, tires,
clutch. brakes etc. rblt. eng., trans., etc.
(5.000 miles) Needs front body work
but runs great. Mach excellent. $250.
Call Ken at 297.9963.
VW ’59 4-dr. van, rblt. eng. $750. 2875117.
’62 CHEVY NOVA, excel. cond, convert.,
clean, good buggy. Cell 265-3665, after
6:00. $500.
A.H. ’66 3000 Mk III Deluxe, Tonneau,
R/H, OD, new Mich. X. Exl. cond.
Owner will gunrantee. $2,500. 294-8400,
day, 327-2337 eve.
DODGE VAN 1965. Great condition.
Free insulation and panelling. $800. Must
sell! Call 298-4855.
1960 CADILLAC, Blue 2.dr. hardtop.
Body & erg. exc. cond. $600 or best
292-5243
offer.
_
_ after 4 p.m.
_
’59 VW BUG. New brakes, new battery,
runs good. $200. Call 295.0807 after
5 p.m.
MOTORCYCLE: ’68 Bridgestone 350.
oit,,6r,.
Good condition. $5400. Call 244.4910
VW

SURPLUS

SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending
route. Part or full time. Must have
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4228.
INSIDE SALES - men, good salary.
Start today. 22 hrs. a week. Work until
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S.
1st St. Rm, 207,
ALFIEFri.dmay
,,,,,d 10 Friday,
p
5
17, Morris Dailey. 7
COUPLE NEEDED to manage apt. house.
Call after 1 per.. 286-2250.
PART-TIME BABYSITTERS & HOUSEKEEPERS now being hired. Heatherlee
An)nnnies. 289.9466.
YOUNG-THINKING VOCALIST E n tertaiterS
1 oar Fr,
-d Sat. y.e.

HOUSING (5)
FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now telt.
:ng applin. for summer & fall. VERY
low
7 so
summer1ith srates, Call Bobbi or Steve
BDRM. furn, w/w carpet, 545 So. 9th
S
all 294.5744.
GIRL WANTED to share spacious 2
apartment with 3 others. $47.50;
Call 286-1799,
MEN: Leroy:, cheerful room available.
)
at 406 So. I I th.

AUTO INSURANCE -. Annual Liability
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mn,
Toll 241-3900.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast Ac
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 251
2598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. As’s:Ilan-298-4104,
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall, 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2303.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker. 294-0076. Weekdays only II-6.
TYPING my home - PICA type. electric typewriter. Near We,roatn - 379
5098.

Two days

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
11-1- 1:30-3:30

Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

NOW 11/44A<
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not tuitity

box exclaimed indignal
Call it what you will
stated that neither taxi
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continue
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education. So the slur
so.
California taxpayers
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El Help Wanted (4)
fl Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)

college education sine(
the first state college,
Normal School in San
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Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sole (3)

an ad:
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4 lines
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Add this
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9:30-10:30 -2-4

CLASSIFIED RATES
One day

TRANSPORTATION (9)

SERVICES 181

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

SURPLUS - G.1. and COMMERCIAL
field jackets, pea coats, bell bott. pants,
clothing, polyfoam, camping supplies,
back packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY, 260 N. 1st St. Hours: 9-6, Closed
Sundays. 287-3942.
RECORD & TAPE SALE! I have connections with a wholesaler and can supply all the current LP records & tapes
at a 40% discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06; $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
sales are on a special order basis. Place
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
same week. Hours 8,00 a.m. to 12:00
mid. MS. Cell & place en order. 2980700: Ron - 12th St. it’s legit.
SLIGHTLY USED WEDDING RING SET
(3 months). Cost $400; will sell $200.
253.639S.

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
- Reports - Dissertations.
,
Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
195 San Jose.
TY PING - thesis, term papers, etc.,
ericed and fast. Phone 269-13674.
.
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
i USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
.
, ...H. major and small appliances
A ud E.port Distributors, 522 Merchant
Street, S.F. 941 I I.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 per
year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Cal. George Campbell 244-9600.
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/$3S,
450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Ned, 241.3900
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
end other quality beverages at home.
Melt oroducts. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 301
STOCKTON. 2-6 p.m. 287-0370.
BICYCLE REPAIRING. Reasonable
rates. 48 hour service. Call Mark or Jim
after 4,00, 295-9455.
STEREO RENTALS-portable or console.
E,che’s. 251.2598.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
purpose including environmental portraits, model composites, weddings. art
Rich Kelso 286-1139.
r irrres. Ca’l

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
one way-5289 round trip. Japan. 6360.
Contact Prof. Magic 293-1033.
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISCOUNTS available to holders of the
lnternational student identity card. For
40, regarding travel discounts and pun.
chase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 See
*4, L.A., Calif.90041.
ALFIE Friday, April 17, Morris Dailey. 7 Vicente Blvd.
( 213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.. Fred
end 10 p.m. 50c.
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley, 1415) 843STUDIES GOT YOU DOWN/ Call "Dial 1857.
Peace of Mind" 294-3333. 3 -minute recording day and night.
LIVING INSURANCE
295-4949

HONDA -50-.-’68--iiedi-Whits. side g-ms
kets - Good condition. Must sell. $115.
Call 281.7045.
MUSTANG HT. 260, 3 spd.. P. St.,
maroon, white int. New carb., ball.,
+Lineup. Must sell now! $775. Call Ned,
295.5058 Evenings.
’63-CORVA1R MONZA. I owner, very
clean. Low mileage. Brorze. AT R ’H
$435. Call 374.0229.

June 29 - August 28, 1970

Application deadline: May 10
Cost: $661 including room
and board

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
1 560 North First Street
San Jose
286-8800
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By BONNIE GREENWELL
"Oh, it’s not tuition," the girl in the admissions
box exclaimed indignantly. "It’s an educational fee!"
Call it what you will, Governor Reagan himself has
stated that neither taxpayer money nor endowments
can continue the present level of support for higher
education. So the student is now being asked to do
SO.

Ext. 2465

rv

NOW MAG AZ lt\IC )970

IRS.
- 2-4

California taxpayers have underwritten the cost of
college education since 1857, when San Jose State,
the first state college, was founded as Minn’s Evening
Normal School in San Francisco. Prior to 1933 the
only fee a student paid was $3 for registration, and
varying amounts from 25 cents to five dollars for
supplementary texts and materials in special classes.
Some teachers established course fees and the

money was used to purchase multiple copies of books
to be held on reserve in the library. This way students
wouldn’t have to buy so many texts. By 1940 the
colleges were collecting as many as 100 to 125
individual fees. These fees become a burden to collect
so in 1942 they were dropped and replaced with a
standard $12 Materials and Services Fee paid by each
student.
In the meantime, the registration fee had become a
tuition fee, growing to $13 a semester in 1953. In
1954 the tuition was dropped and the Materials and
Services Fee was increased to $40. The amount
continued to grow, like the proverbial Alice.
Presently, next Fall the fee will total along with other
fees, $77 for full.time students and $66 for part-time
students.

Et191;45h

Officially, the Materials and Services Fee pays for
student services, counseling and testing, student
activities and housing office, student placement
service, and administration and teaching accounts.
Other fees collected at registration go to the ASB
($10) and the College Union ($10). Next Fall a
Facility Fee will be added ($3), aimed at improving
health services on campus.
According to figures from the college controller’s
office, the cost of educating a student at SJS averages
$1,468 a year. This is supported by the state general
fund, student revenues, extension program funds,
dormitory and parking revenues, the college auxiliary
enterprise fund, and federal funds. The total budget
estimate this year is $27,945,666. Next year’s
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estimate is $29,700,401. (This is the highest of all the
state colleges, even though we are fourth in the
number of students enrolled.)
College Controller Wayne Williams doubts that
increased fees will mean the college will have
additional revenue next year. "We’ll see what happens
at the university level," he comments. Budget
proposals have already been prepared, based on
normal expenses brought on by inflation and
enrollment. These proposals don’t indicate
incresed
a
extra funds will be added to existing programs. What
the higher fees may mean is that the state will he4e to
carry less of the cost.
The trustees have asked that the money be
earmarked for building expenses and student
assistance. This doesn’t mean the legislature will want
it that way. Evidence SU ggests there is only about a
25% likelihood of the legislature doing anything the
trustees would like them to do, judging from their
approval 0 faculty raises, EOP funds and other
requests.
When asked if Reagan’s demand
rof tuition is
justified by college expenses, Williams commented,
hard to say. We are the only state that charges so
little and our expenses have been progressively going
up, primarily because of inflation. We have to get the
money somewhere. On the other hand, I like the
argument that the low cost of education in California
is good for the economy. Eighty per cent of those
who graduate from our colleges stay here and make
good incomes, which contribute to the state income.
"The tuition is going to have the most effect on
part-time students," Williams belves. "They’ll have
ienext year. Graduate
to pay $66 instead of $32
students who
wcnking fun -time and taking one or
rnare
tway
o classes
not be wining to pay the higher
fees."
Although an increase in fees usually causes a 3 per
cent drop in enrollment in state colleges, this is likely
to be offset by an influx of University students.
These students will be avoiding the higher university
costs. Williams doesn’t foresee a drop in the full-time
enrollment for this reason. He does, however, see a
drop in the number of foreign students and
out.of -state students who already pay $8.50 and
$30.00 a unit, respectively. They must pay fees in
addition to their per -unit charges. "We’re pricing our
non-resident students out of the college," he
comments.
THE TRUSTEE PROPOSAL

134 E. SAN FERNANDO
457 E. SAN CARLOS

John Merz, ASB vice-president, spoke against
tuition at the Easter week trustees’ meeting when
tuition was proposed by the trustees. He argued that
students are already paying the cost of the college
union, cafeteria, parking and other services. He
showed that it costs over $2000 a year to attend a
state college (his f igures are substantiated by the loan
I’ for their education, he
office). Students are
ipaying
II
added. "Lower income students may be able to get
deferrals ancl upper income students may not care,
but the middle income student who can’t qualify for
a deferral will really be hurt," said Merz. He is setting
up a student committee to study the effects of
II
tuition and will present its findings at legislative
hearings. Merz anticipates a delay of at least a year
before tuition legislation would be passed because of
the time involved in makiIi;ng decisions on deferrals
versus waivers for low-income students, and methods
of distributing the funds.
Jim Noah, SJS Public Relations Director, who also
attended the board meetings, predicts a delay. He
comme1 that a suggestion was made that the effects
tnithe
I University of California should be
of tuition son
studied for a year before putting tuition in effect at
the state level. "Discussion of the waiver or deferral
will also delay the decision," he said hopefully. He
adds, "In my opinion, the deferral is criminal. You’re
taking people from low-income families and saddling
them with a debt as soon as they graduate."
Specifics of the tuition proposal include that the
pioceecls would go into a special fund for students
who are unable to pay. The Board of Trustees would
lye authorized to set the amount and establish the
criteria for a waiver, and any balance would be used to
augment state funds normally provided. In other

by Chuck Shawver

words, the trustees want to decide how to spend the
Si to $150 per student per
money, estimated to be
year. Since Reagan’s original justification for the
program was to save state funds, it is doubtful if the
legislature would approve the proposal in its present
form. No one yet knows who will introduce the
appropriate bill in the legislature or what it will
specify particularly. All the trustees have done is
open the door. State College Trustees do not have the
power of the University Board of Regents, and are
not able to impose tuition without consent of the
legislature.
SOCK IT TO THE "RICH" STUDENT
statesmen, who see a potential gold
Consive
ervat
mine for the educational system in the tuition
program, sometimes suggest that the student will
hardly feel the pinch. His parents, scholarships, loans
or strong back will earn the money with little effort,
they argue. After all, an education will provide him
with an extra half mon dollars when he enters the
working world, won’t it? It is interesting that there
are no records of how state college students are really
supported. No one on campus knows how many work
to support themselves completely, how many are
from low-income families, how many are married and
supporting families, or how many are living on the
generosity of a working mother, the shoestring
budget of a mailman father, or the inheritance from a
doting grandmother. In the absence of statistics, it is
easy to claim, as certain political figures have done,
that 75% of our students are from affluent families. A
phone call to a dozen offices which might be
expected to keep such records revealed no inforrna-
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don on the income or financial standing of the
22,000 SJS enrollees. It would seem logical that a
large number of state college students are not
attending universities or private institutions for
financial rather than aesthetic reasons. It is also
evident to many that a large percentage live on bare
sustenance incomes.
If parents are partially supporting several thousands of these students, this doesn’t necessarily
Justify increasing the financial burden. The educational system is one of the few concrete things a
person can expect to receive in return for a
considerable chunk of state, property and sales taxes
paid over an entire lifetime. Perhaps the college
system is a luxury in California, but perhaps it’s also
one of the factors that make the state appealing to a
great number of industrious, moderate-income
families. California can’t be compared at any level to
any other state. California is unique in many ways
and so is its budget.
THE WORKING "MAJORITY"
"I’d guess that 60% to 80% of the students here
work either part-time or full-time," says Mrs. Joyce
Fleming, student employment associate in the Career
Planning and Placement Office. She heard the
percentage at a general orientation meeting earlier in
the year, possibly based on the students’ response to
a question regarding employment on their registration
card. These records are apparently unavailable now.

by Chuck Shavvver

The names of over 5000 students are on file in the
Student Placement Office this year. Over 3000 steady
part-time jobs have been filled. Mrs. Fleming believes
that a job can be found for any student who is
persistent and is not particular. A report last year
indicated that 7665 jobs had been located for 5534
students who sought work. "Many of these are
temporary, however - if a student tutors five times a
week this would be recorded as 5 different jobs." She
says it is impossible to know exactly how many
students do not find work, or the number who take
jobs listed on the bulletin board without filling out an
application in her office.
Mrs. Fleming’s office interviews 5000 students
each year. One of the questions she asks is why they
are attending SJS. "I would say 60% say a major
reason is that it is cheaper." The students she sees are
partially if not totally self-supporting, and not living
off the bounty of an upper-income family. They can
probably absorb the cost of higher fees but with an
income that averages $160 a month before taxes they
may suffer some rough moments.
THE INSOLVENT GENERATION
We are graduating thousands of young people each
year who owe more money than their fathers have
managed to save in a lifetime. Instead of saving for
the down payment on a home many graduates will
spend the first ten years of their married life paying
off $10,000 worth of loans. Woe unto the man who
meets his future wife in the loan office. Together
they may total $20,000 in debts before they’ve even

walked down the aisle! In fact, -We may even be
producing a generation of unmarriageable girls,"
comments Don Ryan, head of the college loan office
A man may think twice before marrying a girl with d
$10,000 dowry deficit.
College loans are good. College loans may mean
the difference between becoming a street cleaner and
a highway designer. College loans are available
sometimes. But are college loans really a healthy
phenomenon for our society? Reagan suggests needy
students can defer payments of higher tuition until
graduation. So he can add an extra $1200 debt on his
back before he gets his first job. It’s better, one
supposes, than no education at all. But what happens
if he gets laid off after six months on the job? What
happens if he doesn’t (horror of horrors!) make the
income one would expect of him because he wants to
go into social work, the Peace Corps, the ministry?
What if he’s an artist? What if she marries a soldier?
What if he’s a teacher - starting pay $6000 a year?
(On one type of loan teachers can save up to 50% of
the initial bill but many students do not qualify for
these loans.) How does one approach married life
with an income of $3000 to $6000 and a $10,000
debt? Unsteadily. How does beget credit for a home,
car and clothing?
About 4162 students received loans through the
SJS Financial Aids office last year, and another 2266
secured federal guaranteed bank loans. (This figure is
duplicated as some students received loans from both
sources.) This year 4700 have been granted loans
through Financial Aids. Money is tight, so in order to
spread it further undergraduate students were given a
maximum of $600 and graduates a maximum of
$1250 for the year. This represents half of what
they’re entitled to request, and is based on living
expenses ranging from $2.560 to $3,131 for single
students.
Students usually receive loans in a package which
combines funds from several sources including the
National Defense Student Loan Program (NDSL),
Educational Opportunity Grant (E0G), College
Work-Study (CWS), Scholarship, Nursing and Law
Enforcement Grants and Loans, and Short -Term
Emergency Fund. Grants, which need not be repaid,
must be matched by loans or Work -Study funds. The
most needy students may qualify for NDSL loans at
3% interest after graduation. Others must try to
obtain a bank loan at 7%. "By the time a student
graduates he could owe up to $5000 to the NDSL
fund and S5000 to the bank," says Ryan. This could
be in addition to the deferred tuition payment
suggested by the trustees - another $600.
Although NDSL loans are better for the student,
they are also difficult to obtain, and as the economy
has tightened the money allotted for them has
dropped. Ryan has been forced to lower the amounts
or tell students who qualify one year they do not
qualify the next.
Bank loans, guaranteed by the federal government,
are in the unique position of being a disadvantage
both for the student and the bank. Over 1500
students have taken out these loans this year.
According to Don Homer, Bank of America loan
officer, handling these loans is "usually a loss for the
bank because the interest rates just aren’t the going
rate and the volume of paper work is tremendous."
He says the bank considers the loans an "investment
for the future," hoping to encourage good community relations and future customers. For the
student the bank loan is expensive compared to the
NDSL loan, costing him 7% after he begins
repayment. (The federal government pays the interest
until then, providing his parents do not earn over
$15,000 a year.) If he enters the service, the Peace
Corps, or Vista he can get payments deferred for up
to ten years. But the full loan must be repaid within
15 years, which means he will have bigger payments
over a shorter period of time if he waits.
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"We consider it pretty easy for students to get
loans," Homer says. But requirements do stipulate
that parents or guardians co-sign if the student is
under 21, and that both parents and students must
have an account with the bank for six months before
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By FRANCIS DOZIER

Few students ever come to know the uncertainty
of a dollar as do those Blacks and Chicanos participating in the Educational Opportunity Programs.
By their very admission, well over 90% of these
991 enrollees come from low income backgrounds
and require some amount of financial aid in order to
attend SJS. But, unfortunately, those who are
planning to continue next year have their academic
futures jeopardized by the unsurety of essential state
funds and the looming specter of tuition.

$4<
rose nfarie
San Jose’s

ONLY COMPLETE
GOLF FACILITY

SJS Financial Aids Director Donald R. Ryan
commented, "This year for the first time, the state
budget provided $1.3 million to be divided among the
EOP students in all California state colleges. This
amount covers the costs of administrative positions
and direct grants to first-time students. Now, the big
question is: will the legislature provide for continuance of these positions and grants as well as additional funds for the expansion of the programs. At
this time (April 3), we just do not know."
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Rates
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Meanwhile, EOP Directors Humberto Garza and
Glen Toney are cautiously proceeding with plans for
continuing students and new admissions. Garza describes the situation in one word: "sad." "But we’re
doing the best we can," he says.
Toney has sent out 1200 applications to prospective enrollees and has already received over 300
back. "I’m hoping to let in about 350, but I also need
a larger staff," he states.
Toney is also deeply concerned about the increased indebtedness of current and new students.
The typical student now living in a college dorm
receives an average of $200 per year. A federal grant
can be as much as 50% of this. The other half comes
from a loan and/or job.
This year some first-time students received the
state grants of from $200 to $700 that were matched
by federal grants of equal amounts. In these cases,
some were given as much as $1400 without having to
pay back a loan or work.
"But," Toney explains, "the average EOP student
who begins as a freshman will already owe $3000 to
$4000 by the time he graduates. "Tuition," he says,
"will be just another handicap."

‘r -

Since it is not news that room and board and all
other expenses have risen sharply in the last few
years, the S2000 figure, once considered a "bare
bones" amount, is now less than that. For those with
extreme needs, the college is willing to finance more,
though the limit to which some students wish to
indebt themselves may be that $2000 figure, since in
some cases the amount agreed upon is arbitrarily
reduced.
One Black aide was vehement: "It’s a numbers
game! Next year you will have more special admissions and proportionately less money. There are no
funds for summer school this year and more students
will be asked to take jobs next year."
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221 So. King Rd. 259-3355
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However, if an adequate sum is appropriated and
tuition becomes a reality, Ryan promised that his
office will make every effort to augment the
"package" of each student to include the cost of
tuition. He added that legislation may be enacted for
waiver of the fee in some cases.

The reactions of students themselves predictably
centered on tuition. One coed reasoned, "It’s another
burden, but I’ll continue to work." Another student
said flatly, "This is ridiculous. I’ll be paying for my
college education the rest of my life." A male Art
major said, "My package was reduced this year. Next
year may be worse. EveryLady will be in a crimp."
Such are the plights of EOP students, learning,
striving in what may well become economic limbo.

TUITION

cont.

the loan is ,p anted. General credit rating of the
student is considered, freshmen are not eligible, and
students over 25 are discouraged from applying. The
maximum loan is $1000 a year. Requirements for
student loans vary in different banks and a student
should shop around before giving up if he fails to
meet the qualifications of one loan office.
The College Work Study Program provided jobs
for 2.027 students last year in a federally backed
program, which pays employers 80% of the cost of
employing students. The average income earned by
these students was $670.
Over 60% of the students who receive financial aid
through the college are from families with a gross
income of less than $6000 a year, and nearly half of
these are from families with less than $3000 a year.
The balance earn between $6000 and $12,000 a year.
Only 8% to 9% of those from families earning over
$9000 were accepted into each program. Special EOP
grants, financed by the state, have assisted 245 other
low-income students.

A BARGAIN EDUCATION
College programs won’t be much affected by
tuition. The budget will grow at approximately the
same rate. Registration lines will he the same. Big
decisions by Boards of Trustees and student disillusioned governors are often tied up in red tape
and exorbitant paperwork expenses. The tuition
effort is a re -shuffling of papers to bring X number of
dollars from a new source and shift X number of state
funds towards another project, and may not affect
the state colleges substantially.
But John Jones may drop out of school next year
because he needs $150 to pay maternity bills when
his wife has the baby.
Bill Kerrigan may lower his grocery expenses from
$50 to $30 a month in order to make up the
difference.
Sure, education has been a privilege in California.
Some people are proud of that fact. Maybe some
students are so rich they don’t deserve the "bargain."
But the privilege of education has always cost the
student a lot, in addition to the $2000 living expenses

and the four years of full-time employment he
foregoes to get it. He works, worries, borrows, carries
debts over his head for 15 years, spends long hours
dug into boring books, struggles to stretch summer
wages to pay the rent and food for nine winter
months, struggles to find transportation to a job that
pays $2 an hour, and struggles to pass his finals while
working all night long to support his family. Let’s call
education a privilege, a blessing, even a Godsend for
millions of would-be illiterates. But let’s not call it a
bargain for the student. It costs him a lot more than
the $1468 it costs the state.
Did you know, Governor Reagan, that it costs
$5000 a year to train a high school drop -out in the
Job Corps (according to Mike Henriques, Job Corps
recruiter in San Jose). How does that stack up against
the "high cost of education in California"? People on
welfare can collect up to $3000 a year. Tuition may
seem justifiable from the economic viewpoint of
budget analysts, but it is a hardship for the students,
and by many comparative measurements the State
College System is a hargain for the taxpayers.
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Next Time You Go Out
Go WAY Out
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WEEK SPECIALS

Imported Beer

Mon.
Lasagna
Tues. Spaghetti
Wed. Roast Beef Sand.
Thurs. Veal Parminiano
Fri. Shrimp Steak Sand.
Sat & Sun.
Chicken Cacciatore

15 Varieties of Pizza
Hof-Brau Sandwiches

CV 44929
825 NORTH 8TH STREET
SAN JOSE

SUNDAY

ROUND TABLE
PIZZA

Spaghetti
Feed
I 11th S, ’sViIIu,iiii
SAN JOSE

150 E. San Carlos
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Jam
Session
at 4:00

Spartan House

79 Abbott Ave.
Milpitas
262-0384

AFTERNOONS
AVOID THE HASSLE OF THURS,SAT. CROWDS
STOP BY SUP:CAA/ED. NIGHTS

Dinner and drinks are inexpensive (small sirloin &
beef kabob: $3.25 ea.; and the best entertainment in town is still free.)
951 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE
246-6672

$1.00
.90
.89
1.10
1.10
2 99

(corner of 4th St.)

292-2840

1
01’
Sac
Make your pad a better place with some
IICW posters from PSYCHOSCOPE. Stimulate your sense of smell with our huge
selection of scented candles and insence, and blow your mind with some of
the psychedelic light shows and black lights at PSYCHOSCOPE .
163 South First St. (near San Fernando)
Monday-Saturday 11-8 Sunday 12-5

BARGAIN CITY

bell
bottoms

$3.98

G.I. SURPLUS - CLOSEOUTS
BANKRUPTCY STOCK
OPEN MON.-FRI., 9-6, SAT., 9-5
250 N. FIRST ST., SAN JOSE - 287-3942

FOOD PRICES SOAR
Competition was just too stiff, he said, and he didn’t
have the volume sales. He also complained of large
losses attributable to shoplifting and bad checks. A
closed-circuit TV camera scanning the store and a
number of "rubber" checks taped to a display case
near the cash register attested to the truth of these
claims. He said he did not raise his prices to
compensate for these losses but wrote them off at the
erd of the year.
A number of questions arise as a result of this
survey. If, as merchants claim, competition is fierce,
why do prices fluctuate so greatly among stores in so
small an area? A possible answer is that, while these
stores cannot compete with the supermarkets, they
find little competition with one another in the
densely populated student community. In a sense
these stores have a "captive market" since many
students do not have transportation to travel to the
more distant supermarkets. Also it is much easier to
run half a block to buy that late evening snack than it
is to go to a store three blocks away where the price
may be considerably lower.
Perhaps a more pertinent question is how can a
student avoid paying increasingly higher prices for his
food? There are several possibilities. One is to form a
food conspiracy. Originated by the Berkeley Tenants’
Union, this is a system in which a number of students
pool their money for their individual food needs and
purchase in large quantities at discount prices from
wholesalers who sell to organizations and communal
living set-ups such as the fraternities and sororities. In
Berkeley food conspirators are also contacting farms
and dairies in close -by rural areas for the direct
purchase of fresh produce and dairy products.

By VIC COOK
In a time when inflation is rampant the cost of
necessities skyrockets. This is especially true in
the case of food. While food prices are high even in
supermarl:ets, many SJS students are compelled to
imy even higher prices at the many small campus area
markets.
Because of their size these stores do not receive
the discount prices wholesale distributors allow on
large volume purchases. Traditionally small indepencient grocers have had to charge a few cents more on
an item to make ends meet.
A recent price survey in small campus area markets
has ievealed greatly fluctuating prices on a number of
item... For example, in one market a quart of
mayonnaise was priced at 85 cents. At another store
less than one block away the same size jar sold for 59
cents. It must be pointed out that the 85 cent jar was
a "name brand" while the 59 cent version was an
obscuie label. But even so, a 26 cent difference on a
single item in two stores so close is quite a difference.
Further investigation revealed that such wide price
variances are the rule rather than the exception. One
store charges 39 cents for two heads of lettuce while
another nearby grocer asks 25 cents per head. One
store pricps a one pound can of "name brand" coffee
at 39 cents while another market just three blocks
away asks only 89 cents for the same brand.
Grapefruits were 25 cents apiece in one market and
two far 39 cents in another. Small cartons of yogurt
were 3) cents each in one store and five for a dollar
in anotiter.
While making the survey, this reporter was confronted by one store owner who asked: "What are
you doing, taking my inventory?" When I explained
what I was doing, this merchant hastened to remind
me that he could not compete with the supermarkets.

With a little imagination it might be possible to
find additional ways of beating the increasingly high
cost of eating. Remember, it’s your wallet and your
stomach.
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FOOD

STAMPS???

HERE’S

HOW

By TED SUGIURA
cigarettes, alcohol, paper goods, or imported foods.
At a time when tuition is on the rise, apartment
You must show your certification card when
rentals are high and general college expenses are
purchasing food.
greater than ever, there is one thing that can help the
college student save some money each month. FOOD
It has been rumored that one store near campus
STAMPS!
has been accepting food stamps for cigarettes, beer
and wine. The U.S. Department of Agriculture checks
If you are interested in obtaining food stamps,
these rumors and any reported misuse of food stamps
here is how to do it. Go to the Santa Clara County
by stores. According to Mr. N. G. Koebbe, officer in
Welfare Department building, 55 W. Younger Ave.
charge of the San Jose Field Office of the Departbetween 6:30 and 7 a.m, any weekday morning and
ment of Agriculture food and nutrition section, said,
get in line to apply for food stamps. The Welfare
"To date, no retail store has had their authorization
Department will see only about the first 50 people in
revoked because of accepting food stamps incorline per day.
rectly, although some stores have been warned."
At 8 a.m, the case workers will begin interviewing
Approximately 500 retail food stores in Santa Clara
the applicants. During this time you will be asked a
County participate in the food stamp program and
series of questions and must sign some papers if you
about 12 of these stores are adjacent to our campus.
are eligible to receive the stamps. You must bring with
Koebbe hopes that conscientious students will report
you your rent receipts, utility bills, bank books,
violations by stores to his office.
check statements, and report any other liquid assets.
New application procedures have been introduced
Also, you will be asked to state any college expenses,
by the Board of Supervisors. The letter mentioned
monthly medical and child care (babysitting) costs,
previously is perhaps the most important new prolegal responsibilities (court ordered payments only),
cedure. The letter will be sent to parents of all
and transportation expenses (only if working). The
unmarried college students applying for food stamps,
case worker can also ask to see the receipts for these
regardless of age. It is a notification that their child
items.
has applied for the stamps and asks the parents to list
After the caseworker fills in and reviews your
any amount of money which they contribute to his
Worksheet and Eligibility/Income Report, she will tell
support. If the parents do not reply, the student
you if you are eligible for the stamps. If you are
cannot be issued food stamps.
eligible, then a letter will be sent to your parents for
This new policy is not popular with the case
their signature. If you are single you will receive $28
workers. They feel that it may disqualify a student on
worth of stamps per month and you must pay
technicalities where there is a real need for the
anywhere from one dollar to $18 depending upon
stamps. If a student isn’t in good standing with his
your adjusted net income, according to the intricate
parents, although he may be self-supporting, they
system set up by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
could deny him the right to receive the stamps. With
A family of two will receive $56 worth of stamps and
some parents, family pride enters in in having a
pay one dollar to $36. For three, it will be $84 in
member of the family being on a type of welfare.
stamps for two dollars to $66. About half the
Most case workers are concerned with all the people
students on food stamps are married.
on the program and the Santa Clara County Legal Aid
Once you are eligible for the stamps the welfare
is investigating the legality of the letter.
department will send you a certification card and a
The 30 case workers on the food stamp program
check for the stamps. You must take the check and
handle as many as 400 cases each, which makes it
card to any branch of First National Bank and pay
difficult to see more than about 50 applicants per
the previously agreed amount and you will receive the
day. Each case worker reviews each applicant approxbooklets of stamps. With the stamps you may now
imately every three months. If the applicant is
buy food at any store that participates in the
questionable, then he may be reviewed each month.
program.
If you plan to apply for the food stamps, you’d
The stamps can only be used to purchase food you
best get to the welfare building very early and plan to
can eat or drink. You may not buy pet foods, soaps,
wait in line (a la registration).

Repairs

Rentals

HUNTER’S Office Equipment
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71 East San Fernando St., San Jose
8:30.5:30 daily & 9-4 Sat. 294-2091
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TUITION WELCOMES
STUDENT

FOREIGN
By ROBERTSON E. OBOT
Some years ago there was a great demand for
foreign students on college campuses throughout the
nation. At that time the basic idea was that a foreign
student was an ambassador of good will. Therefore, a
program which enabled foreign students to attend
American schools was of great benefit to American
students, the community and the foreign student as
well. For example, the American student and his
community had the opportunity to learn about
foreign peoples and their cultures, thus saving
traveling expenses. For the foreign student, it offered
the chance to get an education and learn about the
American way of life at a minimum cost. It seems
things have changed, because it is costing the foreign
student more and more money to get his education.
What is happening now? Are we departing from the
original idea good will?
A Nigerian graduate student visiting from Oregon
State University reports that an official statement has
been made concerning foreign students in Oregon..
The school has closed its admission to Nigerian
students, but will tolerate those currently enrolled.
Fortunately, no such statement has been made here
in California.
The SJS Foreign Students Office reports that the
trustees do welcome foreign students, but they admit
that they "are committed to make facilities available
to American students." But there is a strong feeling
of suspicion among the foreign students that they are
unwelcome. A foreign student, with a touch of
passion, said that he was convinced that the
authorities were trying to kick them out of college

campuses. He cited high admission standards, nigh
tuition and cancelation of tuition deferment permits
as evidence.
NOW attempts to look into the foreign students’
tuition controversy by presenting facts and comments
from the Foreign Students’ Advisor, Tom Coke, and
from foreign students of different countries.
NOW: What is the official definition of foreign
student?
COKE: The original definition was based on high
school graduation. But that created more problems
because there were some foreign students who
were graduates of U. S. high schools. The new
definition says that any student with a temporary
visa is a foreign student.
NOW: Do you use the quota system or open
admission? What are the qualifications?
COKE: The quota system is the new recommendation. The rationale is that the present admission
procedures do essentially the same thing. But the
quota system gives more flexibility while it does
not affect significantly the number of foreign
students who are able to attend this college. The
freshman must graduate from high school with
approximately a "B" average and pass an English
exam -- Test of English as a Foreign Language. But
the transfer student was required to have a 2.25
GPA and a passing score in TOEFL. The
chancellor’s new guide lines seem to require foreign
students transferring to have a 2.4 GPA and a
passing score in TEFL.
NOW: There are three classes of foreign students:
private or self-supporting, those sponsored by

foreign governments, and those sponsored by U. S.
government agencies. How many students fall into
each category?
COKE: We do not have the exact figures, but we
estimate that 9616 are private students. The U. S.
agencies’ scholars account for the remaining
percentage. There are very few students on foreign
government scholarships. The few we have come
mostly from oil -rich countries.
NOW: Why are tuition deferment forms (the biggest
help to foreign students) discontinued?
COKE: Tuition deferments were made possible and
justified on the basis that money was coming from
home countries. We could not establish the
legitimacy of these requests, so we gave them to all
foreign students who asked. There were very few
defaults. However, we received notice from the
Chancellor’s office that deferments were illegal and
must be discontinued. We had no choice but to
discontinue this help to foreign students. Deferments have been replaced with certification forms
for those who need to get money out of their
homes. Unfortuantely, this does not help the
majority of students.
NOW: With spiraling tuition, what funds, aids or
scholarships will be given to foreign students?
COKE: There has been no decision in this respect.
However, with the new legislation there may be a
tuition waiver possibility. I don’t know how the
consideration is going to be made. If we had the
authority we would give waivers on the basis of
need, rather than scholastic ability.
NOW: Considering the procedural changes, would
you say that somebody is trying to bar foreign
students from campuses?
COKE: No, we still welcome foreign students on this
campus; however, admission is getting harder for
all students.

Editor’s Note: NOW will talk to a few foreign
students from different countries about the high
tuition and how it will affect them in the next issue.

FLY -46001011.

JET CHARTERS
FROM OAKLAND
TO LONDON

$135

ONE WAY
For complete flight schedule
phone (415) 392-8513
These flights are open to
students faculty, staff. employees,
and their immediate families.

LONDON AMSTERDAM

$275

ROUND TRIP
Charter Flights
995 Market St.
San Francisco, Ca. 94103
I \1.111 11t1 1970 Charter Flight Schedule
NAME
STREET
CITY 6 ZIP
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